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INTRODUCTION 
The use of numerical methods to solve practical problems is not new. Since 
analytical solutions to practical problems is difficult, if not impossible, numerical 
methods such as the finite element method, the finite difference method and the 
boundary element method (BEM). to name a few, have gained popularity since the 
advent of computers. Each of these numerical methods have strengths and weak­
nesses in solving different classes of problems. The BEM is a powerful numerical 
technique when solving linear elliptic partial differential equations, since discretiza­
tion is required only on the boundary. The need for only boundary discretization, 
compared to discretization of the entire domain like most numerical methods, and 
the ability to solve infinite domain problems, are its strengths when compared to 
other numerical techniques. Applications such as in linear elasticity and scattering of 
acoustic and elastic wave from voids and inclusions, as in nondestructive evaluation, 
are examples where the strengths of the BEM are best utilized. 
For these problems the conventional boundary integral equation (BIE) is used, 
where the integrals are at most strongly singular. These integrals are either inter­
preted as Cauchy principal value and computed numerically or computed indirectly 
using a known simple solution to the problem, such as the rigid body motion solution. 
One would hope the extension of the BEM to cracks in the domain, in place of a void 
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or an inclusion, would be trivial. On the contrary, however, due to the very nature of 
the crack where both sides occupy the same spatial position, the formulation requires 
BIEs which are hypersingular. The hypersingular integral is obtained by taking the 
gradient of the regular BIE and, as a result, integrals with stronger singularities than 
in the regular BIE appear. Unlike the regular BIE, the Cauchy principal value of 
the hypersingular integral is unbounded and a known simple solution to the crack 
problem is not available to compute the hypersingular integrals. Simple solutions 
which worked for the regular BIE, like rigid body motion or other simple solutions, 
is of no help here, as the crack cannot be treated as a closed surface. 
One way to deal with crack problems that avoids hypersingular BIEs entirely is 
by artifitially subdividing the domain such that the two sides of the crack formed 
parts of different regions. Unfortunately, this subdivision of the domain increases the 
boundary which requires modeling. As a result, the number of boundary variables 
and the size of the linear system of equation to solve is considerably larger. Hence 
the solution procedure can be more time consuming. This is particularly troublesome 
for infinite regions where the BEM is of particular value. Thus, the multiple domain 
subdivision method is less desirable for use in acoustic or elastic wave scattering from 
cracks or when solving multiple crack problems. 
The hypersingular BIE was treated differently by several researchers. One ap­
proach is to reduce the order of singularity of the hypersingular kernel using integra­
tion by parts (cf. [1], [3], [4], [5], [7], [12], [13], [14], [17], [19] [20]), where one or more 
of the derivatives from the kernel function are transferred to the density function, 
thereby reducing the order of singularity but introducing a different variable - the 
gradient of the crack opening displacement. Though this method can be used for 
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cracks of arbitrary shapes, the crack opening displacement gradient in the integrand 
is unbounded a the crack edges and thus makes this method unfavorable. When only 
one derivative is transferred from the kernel to the density function, the resulting BIE 
is strongly singular and so needs to be interpreted as a Cauchy principal value. The 
transfer of two derivatives from the kernel function to the density function results 
in a BIE which is at most weakly singular but introduces unnecessary additional 
requirement on the smoothness of the crack opening displacement at the singular 
point. 
Another approach, used less frequently, is to consider the finite part of the hyper-
singular integral in the same spirit as taking the Cauchy principal value of a strongly 
singular integral. The finite-part can be computed numerically [9] or analytically 
[2], [8], [10], Jll] and [181. .Although this method can be used for both 2-D and 
3-D problems, its use has been restricted to straight lines in 2-D and flat surfaces 
in 3-D, and its extension to curved surfaces is not trivial. However, recently [6j it 
has been shown that the finite-part of a hypersingular integral over a curved surface 
can be mapped to a flat surface, after some rigorous analytical work, where it can be 
computed numerically. 
Yet another approach, which will be the focus of this dissertation, is to convert 
the hypersingular integral into at most weakly singular integrals and line integrals 
which are readily integrable using simple, already known, integration techniques. 
The objective then is to develop a technique and to solve acoustic and elastic wave 
scattering from one or multiple screens or cracks, respectively, of arbitrary shape. 
For efficient solutions, the nature of these problems allows no choice but to use the 
HEM. 
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To use the BEM, the hypersingular BIE is first formed and is then regularized 
using Stokes' theorem, which results in an integral equation which is at most weakly 
singular. Then the BEM is used to solve the integral equation with appropriate shape 
functions and discretization. 
The alternate thesis format is adopted in writing this dissertation where three 
papers are included, each forming a separate part. The first part of this dissertation 
is a paper entitled "HYPERSINGULAR BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQU.ATIONS: 
SOME APPLICATIONS IN ACOUSTIC AND ELASTIC WAVE SCATTERING" . 
and is to appear in the Journal of .Applied Mechanics. It discusses in detail the 
occurrence of hypersingular integral equations in the context of acoustic and elastic 
wave scattering problems. The regularization procedure, using Stokes" theorem, is 
detailed in this paper and numerical examples are provided to confirm the soundness 
of this technique. An insight into the finite part interpretation and how it compares 
with the Stokes' theorem approach is highlighted. In which process the finite part 
for a 3-D hypersingular integral, for a curved surface, is defined in the BIE context. 
The second paper is "DISCRETIZATION CONSIDERATIONS WITH HYPER­
SINGULAR INTEGRAL FORMULAS FOR CRACK PROBLEMS" and is to appear 
in the proceedings of lUTAM/IACM symposium on Discretization Methods in Struc­
tural Mechanics. It discusses all discretization considerations when computing the 
hypersingular integrals in the BEM context. Some insight into the efficient numerical 
computation of the hypersingular integrals and the impact of the discretization on 
the solution are discussed. Though no new integration techniques are presented, the 
various kinds of integrals that are encountered in a hypersingular BIE, such as the 
weakly singular integrals, the near singular area and line integrals and regular line and 
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area integrals are discussed. The optimum quadrature order for precise and efficient 
computation of such integrals in the static and dynamic problems is presented. 
The last part entitled, "CONTINUITY REQUIREMENTS FOR DENSITY 
FUNCTIONS IN THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD" and dis­
cusses the fundamental issues regarding the continuity requirements on the density 
function at the singular point. Regardless of the method used, the Stokes' theorem 
or the finite-part approach, the smoothness requirement on the density function is 
shown to be the same, both in 2-D and 3-D. The paper also exemplifies the impact 
on the integral equations and on the final solution due to violations of the smooth­
ness requirement at the singular point. The choice of the shape functions used to 
approximate the geometry and the density function of hypersingular BIE and the 
location of the collocation point in elements, based on the continuity requirement of 
the density function, is discussed in the context of HEM. 
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PART I. 
HYPERSINGULAR BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS: SOME 
APPLICATIONS IN ACOUSTIC AND ELASTIC WAVE 
SCATTERING 
7 
ABSTRACT 
The properties of hypersingular integrals, which arise when the gradient of con­
ventional boundary integrals is taken, are discussed. Interpretation in terms of 
Hadamard finite-part integrals, even for integrals in three dimensions, is given, and 
this concept is compared with the Cauchy Principal Value, which by itself is insuffi­
cient to render meaning to the hypersingular integrals. It is shown that the finite-part 
integrals may be avoided, if desired, by conversion to regular line and surface inte­
grals through a novel use of Stokes' theorem. Motivation for this work is given in 
the context of scattering of time-harmonic waves by cracks. Static crack analysis of 
linear elastic fracture mechanics is included as an important special case in the zero-
frequency limit. A numerical example is given for the problem of acoustic scattering 
by a rigid screen in three spatial dimensions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) formulation for many problems in me­
chanics and the Boundary Element Method (BEM) of solution of the integral equa­
tions enjoy a measure of confidence and applicability today, counter to the predictions 
and expectations of many early observers, including several of the present authors. 
This early skepticism was not without foundation, considering the challenges to com­
puting posed by at least the weak singularities, not to mention the stronger ones of the 
Cauchy Principal Value (CPV) type, which appear in many (vector) problems with 
the BIE/BEM. However, easy processes of regularization, singularity removal before 
computation, and/or analytical computation of singular integrals, together with care­
ful use of good algorithms for numerical computation, have made the BIE/BEM an 
efficient and generally wellconditioned numerical solution procedure. 
Despite this measure of success, researchers have had less confidence in com­
puting with equations obtained by taking the gradient or normal derivative of the 
conventional (singular) BIEs. Such equations, which involve derivatives of an already 
singular kernel, lead to socalled hypersingular equations and arise, for example, in 
the study of cracks in an elastic solid and scattering of acoustic and electromag­
netic waves by arbitrarily thin screens. Here regularization procedures are far from 
straightforward, and singularity removal is problematic, especially when one encoun­
ters integrals the very existence of which appears to (often) be in question. 
In this paper we consider the occurrence of certain hypersingular integral equa­
tions in the context of acoustic wave scattering by thin screens and elastic wave 
scattering by cracks. Both problems are in the frequency domain. The static prob­
lems of linear elastic fracture mechanics are included in the elastic crack category in 
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the zero-frequency limit. Our treatment of the hypersingular equations themselves is 
applicable, however, to such equations in whatever context they might arise. Indeed, 
although they are not needed in some applications where regular BIE's suffice, there 
is indication that hypersingular equations, if we could compute with them, might 
be more convenient and lead to systems of algebraic equations with better numerical 
properties. In any case, the following discussion should be applicable to any situation 
where the gradient or normal derivative of an ordinary (singular) BIE is indicated. 
Specifically, all hypersingular integrals in what folldws arise from taking the 
gradient of a representation integral for an acoustic or elastic field in the vicinity of 
a crack and moving the source point to the boundary (crack itself) through careful 
limiting processes. Two such limiting processes are discussed. In the first, called 
•'Conversion", two terms in a Taylor series expansion of the density function in the 
integrals are subtracted and added back before any limit is taken. The added-back 
terms, the only ones more than weakly singular now, are converted to regular line 
integrals around the crack edge and less severely singular integrals on the crack 
surface using Stokes' theorem. In the second process, called "Finite Parts", it is 
shown that the finite part of a divergent surface integral may be defined in the sense 
of Hadamard. This finite part is then shown to lead to exactly the same formula 
involving line and surface integrals as before. Throughout, the difference is noted 
between truly divergent integrals and those which have a hypersingular kernel but 
nevertheless are well-defined, albeit in a special sense, and are computable. The 
smoothness requirements on the density function as demanded by the two methods 
are discussed. The validity of the two methods is demonstrated by solving a 3-D 
acoustic wave scattering problem and comparing the results with theory. 
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ACOUSTIC WAVE SCATTERING - CONTEXT FOR A 
HYPERSINGULAR INTEGRAL 
Let (6 be the (complex) potential for the time-harmonic acoustic field existing 
in the unbounded region exterior to a scattering obstacle 5 of finite size. Here we 
regard S as a plate or screen with vanishingly small thickness and not necessarily 
planar in form. The subsequent designations '-r" and ' —' correspond to the two sides 
of 5. Points X and (o are on 5"*" or 5~. points ( are elsewhere, and k = ^ jc is the 
wave number with u; the circular frequency and c the wave speed. We are interested 
in problems where an incident field <5^ impinges upon 5 and we seek the scattered 
field 4>^ (where é = (j/' + q)^) exterior to and possibly on (the two sides of) 5. The 
s c a t t e r e r  5  i s  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  b y  a  s u i t a b l e  p r e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  n o r m a l  g r a d i e n t  d é / d n  
on each side of 5, e.g., if 5 is rigid, dojdn = 0 on each side of 5 (see Fig. 1). 
The starting point for our treatment of such problems is the representation 
integral 
of all variables on k is understood but suppressed (et seq.)) and appropriate behavior 
of cj)^ and its derivatives at infinity is assumed. Positive directions of the normal to 
(1) 
which arises from a careful application of Green's theorem to and . wherein 
G^{x,^) = is the free-space Green's function, iï = |œ - $| (dependence 
5"^  point away from the acoustic material as shown in Fig. 1 with a specific positive 
normal shown at a point (o on 5"^. Having specified {d4>'^jdn'^ + d<t>~ldn~) on 
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• X 
Figure 1; An arbitrarily shaped scatterer 
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5", is given by Eq. 1 once the surface potential discontinuity u = — 0 is 
known on 5, since and its normal derivative (with respect to n'^ at x et seq.) 
are as given. Thus it remains to determine u ( x ) .  
It is sufficient for our purposes here to limit the discussion to rigid scatterers 
such that the first integral in Eq. 1 containing known boundary data vanishes. Then 
the limiting procedure where ( — (o leads to the familiar BIE, the kernels of which 
are at most weakly singular (Appendix B). This action is. by itself, ineffective to 
determine u(a;), since the resulting BIE contains"the two unknowns u{x) and 0^. 
However, if the gradient in the component direction ^r(r = 1,2.3) at ( of 0^(^) is 
taken, i.e.. 
and the point ( moved to a point (0 on 5, then there is sufficient information in 
the inner product of Eq. 2 with the normal n(^o) (i.e., (dldr)nr(^o) = d/dno\ (the 
summation convention on repeated subscripts et seq.) d<j)^/dno = —do^/drio) to 
solve for the single unknown u{x) provided, of course, that suitable meaning can be 
attached to the right side of Eq. 2. Note, if the (r derivative is taken under the 
integral sign, the integral becomes hypersingular ([1], [8], [13], [17} and [23]) in the 
limit as ( — (g. Interpretations of such an integral as an ordinary improper one or 
as a CPV fail (Appendix B). The important issue now, and this is the central issue in 
this paper, is meaningful analytical treatment and effective numerical computation 
of the right side of Eq. 2 and its vector counterparts for elastic wave analysis. Static 
problems in the zero-frequency limit form an important special case. 
( 2 )  
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ANALYTICAL OPTIONS 
Consider the expression^ 
(3) 
and note that there is little conceptual difficulty with the first integral since ^ is not 
on 5 and thus there is no difficulty with the first equality, assuming that the (proper) 
integral may be evaluated, transformed, or regularized (somehow) to yield a function 
of ( which would then be well behaved in the indicated limit. However, the second 
equality is invalid since, as already observed, the singularity in the kernel is (l/i2'^) 
and the second integral diverges if interpreted as an ordinary improper integral or as 
a CPV. Thus it appears that the limit of the integral ^ integral of the limit in Eq. 3. 
Strategies to deal with this state of affairs have amounted to the following. 
Perform an integration by parts on the first of the integrals of Eq. 3, wherein the 
d e r i v a t i v e  o . f  d G ^ j d n  i s ,  i n  e f f e c t ,  t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  a  t a n g e n t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e  o f  u { x ) .  
This 'regularization' process ([3], [4], [21], [28], [31] and [32]) lowers the integrand 
singularity to at most so that the integral of the limit exists, but this is at 
the expense of the unknown being the tangential derivative of u ( x )  over 5 rather 
than u{x) itself. This quantity is unbounded at the scatterer edges (cracks) and 
the regularization process is complicated, and may not be possible, for all vector 
problems. Computations ([7] and [25]) based on such a strategy are reported to be 
delicate at best. 
Another strategy centers around first making simplifying assumptions in the 
^In the sequel dS = dS(x) and S = 5"*" only are understood. 
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vicinity of the singularity regarding the geometry (e.g., a flat boundary element) 
and/or regarding the variation of u(x) in that vicinity (element). Then the first of 
the integrations of Eq. 3 can be performed, in simple cases [14], to yield an approxi­
mate analytical algebraic function of x. This can be subsequently differentiated with 
respect to (r and the limit as ^ — (o taken to yield a meaningful result. A variant 
of this strategy [2], [19] and [29], again based on a priori simplifying discretization 
assumptions, is to transform the first of the integrals of Eq. 3 to a line integral around 
the edge of a (flat) element, over which u(x) is assumed constant, and then take the 
limit ( — (o without difficulty. 
In this paper we offer two analytical options in interpreting expression [3]. The 
first, which we call 'Conversion', is in the spirit of "do the integrations and/or convert 
to line integrals before taking the limit ( — ^o" as described above. However, 
here we convert our integrals in general fashion with methods independent of any 
simplifying (discretization) assumptions. The second, which we term 'Finite-Parts", 
is in the spirit of a special interpretation of the second integral in Eq. 3, much as the 
CPV is a special interpretation of an otherwise divergent integral. Our interpretation 
involves the definition of the finite part of a divergent integral as originally introduced 
by Hadamard [11] for integrals of a single variable. It is shown (Appendix C), we 
believe for the first time, that the limit of the first integral in Eq. 3 is equal to 
the Hadamard Finite Part (HFP) of the second integral in Eq. 3. This is done for 
integrals over arbitrarily shaped 5. It is done also for a one-dimensional version of 
the present integrals in [20]. Finite part integrals are also identified by [19] and [29] 
for integrals over crack surfaces in a three-dimensional medium but only under the 
special simplifying assumptions mentioned above. 
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We also show how the HFP is a generalization of the CPV and explicitly show, 
if there ever was any doubt, why the CPV is inadequate to render meaning to the 
second of the integrals of Eq. 3. Finally, we show in this section that an effective 
formula for computation of hypersingular integrals arising out of the BIE method 
is available and is the same whether the 'Conversion' process or the 'Finite Part' 
interpretation is explicitly used. 
Before proceeding with either approach we subtract and add back the funda­
mental solution G(x,^) = 114:7: R for the zero-frequency (static) case to Eq. 2 such 
that 
Js+ derdn(x) dErdn(x) ^ ^ Js^ d^rdnlx)^^ ' S  r d n ( x )  
(4) 
Now as ( — (o, the first integral is weakly singular in the limit while the second 
is hypersingular. The advantage of dealing with Eq. 4 as compared with Eq. 2 or 
3 is that we are dealing with a hypersingular integral whose kernel is real and less 
complicated. This advantage is more pronounced in vector problems. 
The remainder of this section of the paper is concerned with treatment of the 
last (hypersingular) integral in Eq. 4. 
Conversion 
Consider the key term of Eq. 4 which we designate 
The practice of subtracting and adding the first term of a Taylor series expansion of 
a density function in a singular integral, such as occurs in a conventional BIE, is an 
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old one ([6] and [22]) to more effectively isolate and study the properties of the CPV. 
An extension of that basic idea, using two terms of the series expansion, is effective 
for the integral of Eq. 5 and, except for [1] and [13] who used it on a onedimensional 
hypersingular integral, it is an idea apparently not heretofore explored. Expanding 
u about (o we have 
= - jg+ d^ ^Qn(xl 1"^®^ ~ - (op)] dS 
-  ( 6 )  
such that if (o is not on the edge of S and u { x )  G at (o, i.e., |w(z) - u(^o) -
~ - ^ 1® ~ 0 < a < 1, |5| < oo , then in the limit as 
$ — the first surface integral in Eq. 6 is at most weakly singular. The second 
integral has, of course, the same hypersingular character as the original one in Eq. 5 
but with unit density, whereas the third integral, also with unit density, is 0(l/fi^) 
and is a CPV in the limit. 
Now if Fpq I signifies the first derivative with respect to of a function Fpq.. .  
on 5 (invoking the comma notation for derivatives, et. seq.). Stokes' integral theorem 
in the form 
is the alternating symbol) may be used to convert the last two integrals in 
Eq. 6 to line integrals, another surface integral and a solid angle. The details of this 
conversion are found in Appendix A, and the result is 
N ® )  -  " ( ( o )  -  " ' P  ( ^ o ) ( a : p  -  ( o p ) ]  d S  
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- u , p ( ^ o } l ^ ^ ^ ^ n p { x ) d S  +  u , r U o ) l ^ ^ ^  
+ "(^o)e^fcr dxq + u,p{io)^qrp j>^,G[x,i)dxq 
+ u , p { ^ o U q k r  (8) 
where 0(0 is the solid angle subtended by the surface 5 from (. The second surface 
integral and the line integrals arourid the edge C of 5 are in the limit, of course, 
regular. We note that derivatives of u occur only at (o and may be taken outside 
of all integrals. Thus a computational strategy built on Eq. 4, with Ir as given by 
Eq. 8 as the key ingredient, contains regular and at most weakly singular integrals. 
This strategy has none of the weaknesses of the integration-by-parts regularization 
mentioned before and is free of any discretization assumptions for 5. It demands only 
sufficient smoothness on u at (o for the Taylor series expansion and the conversion 
by Stokes' theorem. The smoothness issue is far from incidental, however, as will be 
discussed further in the Finite Part section and in Appendix D. 
Finite-parts 
Consider the integral of Eq. 5 and partition 5 into a small part Se which includes 
$0, assumed locally flat as shown in Fig. 2, and the remaining part 5 — Se- Then the 
limit as ( —» (o of the integral of Eq. 5 can be expressed ^ as 
lAio) = 
^It is worth noting that the smallness and flatness of Se and, indeed, the limit as 
5e —+ 0 are not essential ideas in Eq. 9. Clearly, S may be arbitrarily partitioned 
and the important limit as ( — (o taken, for arbitrary Se, and Ir(^o] would still be 
well defined. Thus, there should be no confusion about the order of the two limits in 
Eq. 9. The flatness of Se and the limit as Sg —» 0 we have taken for convenience. 
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+ %%n(xl " ^ ^pi^o)(xp - fop) + ....] (9) 
Consider first the integral over Sç. To perform the integration, note that u ( x )  is 
expanded about ,$0, and integrals involving the first two terms give rise to expressions 
which are unbounded in the size parameter p(6) (see Fig. 2) for Se as Se — 0. The 
rest of the terms of the integral over Se are of order p{6) or higher and vanish as 
Se — 0. 
Explicitly, in the limit as ^ — (o, the result is (see Appendix C for details) 
iA(c) = ^ 
-  p , p ( 9 ) \ n \ 2 p ( 0 ) \ d d ^  (10) 
Note that both integrals from 0 to 27r on 9  are unbounded as S e  — 0. Upon examina­
tion of the integral in Eq. 10 over S — Se we find that it also is unbounded as Se — 0. 
To see this, and indeed to appreciate the essence of the present section, subtract and 
add the first two terms in the Taylor series expansion of u(x) about (o in the integral 
over S — Se- The added-back terms, when integrated, have terms which are exactly 
the same as the last two in Eq. 10 except with opposite sign (Appendix C). Thus, 
the terms unbounded as 5g —- 0 cancel inside the brackets in Eq. 9 as well as Eq. 10 
such that the limit as 5e — 0 is rather benign, the troublesome terms already having 
canceled. The result is that Iri^o) may be written as 
where the 'double dash' on the integral signifies the finite part of the indicated integral 
according to [11], or the HFP. In effect, Eq. 10 serves to define the HFP of integral 
[5]. 
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P# 
# X 
Figure 2: The scatterer surface divided into two parts 5"^ and - Se 
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In the above definition the density function is part of the integrand. There are 
other forms of expressing Iri^o) and the one best suited for computation is under 
investigation. One form of expressing Ir{$o) in terms of FP and CPV which does 
not include the density function as part of the integrand follows clearly from Eq. 6. 
i.e., 
I r ( ^ o )  =  -  ~  ~  ^ ^ p ( ^ o ) ( ^ p  -  ( o p ) ]  d S  
- "•f 
where the 'single dash' is now used to signify the CPV. 
It is important to note at this point that if u { x )  does not have continuous first 
derivatives at (o, the limit as ^ — (o that gives rise to Eq. 10 does not exist. That 
is (Appendix D), additional terms unbounded in the parameter D = |( - (o| would 
a p p e a r  i n  E q .  1 0  a n d  t h e s e  a r e  m u l t i p l i e d  b y  a  c o e f f i c i e n t  e q u a l  t o  z e r o  o n l y  i f  u ( x )  
has continuous first derivatives at (o. Thus, smoothness of u at (o is not simply a 
matter of computational accuracy to be considered when selecting shape functions 
and elements. Moreover the finite part in Eq. II and thus Eq. 12 depends, for its very 
definition, on u{x) being at (o since the weak singularity of integrals such as the 
first of Eq. 12 and Eq. B-15 or Eq. B-19 require this even stronger condition. Similar 
remarks hold for the smoothness requirement for the existence of the CPV (e.g., 
[22]), although lack of attention to this, with common discretization procedures for 
CPV integrals, proves not to be troublesome. Such is not the case, however, with 
HFP integrals. 
An obvious question at this point is: What is the relation between Eq. 8, with its 
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line integrals, and Eq. 11 or Eq. 12, with its finite-part integrals? Are they completely 
equivalent or separate roads to hypersingular integral computation? 
Equivalence 
To answer the above questions, note that the option of numerically computing 
a CPV or analytically converting (removing) one to a regular integral have long 
been part of the BIE literature (e.g., [10] and [18]). Similarly, special numerical 
techniques ([IT]) may be used directly on a HFP integral. Alternatively, in the spirit 
of singularity removal, note first that In(^o) = ^r(^o)"r(^o)- It can now be shown 
(Appendices B and C) that the last two integrals in Eq. 12 summed on nr(^o) can 
be rewritten according to 
To most easily see this, let u ( ^ )  in Eq. 12 be identical with — f ( ^ )  in Eq. B-19. 
Then note that in light of Eq. B-20, the HFP of I^(^o) and hence oi In(^o) is given 
by Eq. B-19 summed on nr(^o) with the integrals involving 9 missing. Therefore 
i2 
($o)"r($o)^, ^ q k r —^ o p ) d x q  
, p ( ^ o ) n r { ^ o )  e q r p G { x , ^ o )  d x q .  
i2 
(1.3) 
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comparing terms in u(^o) and terms in u,p((o), respectively, Eq. 13 follow at once. 
Thus the expression for In(^o) starting from either Eq. 8 or Eq. 12, i.e., by using the 
'Conversion' or the 'Finite Parts' approach, is the same and both are given by 
I n U o )  =  -  J g  [ " ( ® )  -  " i ^ o )  -  u ,p { $ o ) { x p  -  ^o p ) ]  d S  
+ "((o)nr((o)egtr f(-< 
+  ^ , p i $ o ) n r { ^ o ) e q f i r  - ( , o p ) d x q  
+ ^Up(^o)^r(^o)€qrp ^ ^,G{x,^o)dxq. (14) 
Note that the second integral in Eq. 14 is not a CPV since as œ — (o, the term 
= duldn(^o) = 0 by hypothesis for a rigid scatterer. 
Finally then, from our decomposition of Eq. 4, the expression for the normal 
gradient of the scattered field from a thin scatterer is given by 
= -Is d n ( ^ o )  d n ( ^ o )  
with Ini^o) given by Eq. 14 
d ^ G ^ i x . ^ o )  d ^ G ( x , ^ o )  
d n ( ( o ) d n ( x }  d n ( ^ o ) d n { x )  u ( x ) d S  +  I n U o )  
(15) 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
To validate the analysis done so far, a physical problem having a theoretical 
solution is solved using Eq. 15 and compared with theory. One such problem is 
the scattering of plane waves at normal incidence on a penny-shaped rigid scatterer. 
Eq. 15 when specialized for a flat scatterer results in 
incident wave. 
Integral Eq. 16 can be treated like any other BIE and solved numerically through 
the familiar BEM, provided the smoothness requirements at the collocation points 
(see Appendix B) are satisfied. In the familiar BEM ([7]) it is common practice to 
have the collocation points on the edges of the element where the density function is 
continuous but does not satisfy the smoothness requirement. To circumvent this prob­
lem, one could either choose nonconforming elements, where the collocation points 
are away from the edges, or use splines. Though splines might give a more accurate 
and smooth result ([27]) they are more difficult to implement in three-dimensional 
problems. On the other hand, nonconforming elements are not only easy to generate, 
but also require little effort to incorporate into already existing BEM codes. 
To solve the problem under discussion using the BEM, 8-node nonconforming 
+ ^ [«(®) - »((o) - «1/J (^o)(^/J - (op)] d S  
where R ,  C ,  and i  are as shown in Fig. 3, = i k  and k  is the wave number of the 
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C 
• X 
Figure 3: A flat scatterer 
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U 
Figure 4: An 8-node nonconforming element 
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Figure 5: Penny-shaped scatterer discretized by 33 nonconforming elements 
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elements (Fig. 4) were used to discretize the domain. The square root behavior of 
the solution near the crack edges is built into the shape functions of elements along 
the edges of the scatterer. A penny-shaped crack modeled by 33 elements (Fig. 5) is 
used to solve the scattering problem after using a model with 5 elements (not shown) 
resulted in errors as big as 11% at nodes close to the edges. For the 33-element model 
the complex scattered field for different wave numbers was computed and compared 
with theory in Figs. 6 through 8. The discontinuities in the complex scattered field 
at 1/3 and 2/3 of the radius from the centre are due to the nonconforming nature of 
the elements used. The discontinuity closest to the centre can be reduced on further 
discretizing the centre. The numerical solution of the complex potential at the crack 
tips as shown is nonzero. It should be zero there and this can be easily corrected by 
incorporating the information about this zero into the shape functions of elements 
along the edges of the scatterer. .\s noted earlier, conforming elements with the 
proper smoothness would eliminate discontinuities completely if one wished to do 
the extra work required for implementation of such elements. 
If one is interested in the equivalent static problem, for example, fluid flow 
o b s t r u c t e d  b y  a  f l a t  d i s k ,  E q .  1 6  c a n  b e  u s e d  w i t h  k  =  0  a n d  ^  =  c o n s t a n t .  
If the collocation points were located at the edges of the element, i.e., when the 
smoothness requirements are not satisfied, spurious results would be obtained ([16]). 
Such results seem to change dramatically with changes in discretization pattern. 
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Figure 6: Analytical and BEM results for K a  = 3.0 
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Figure 7: Analytical and BEM results for K a  =  4.0 
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Figure 8: Analytical and BEM results for K a  =  5.0 
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ELASTIC WAVE SCATTERING - THE CRACK PROBLEM 
For acoustic wave scattering, it was shown in Section 2.3 that using either the 
'Conversion' process or the 'Finite-parts' interpretation, Eq. 14 was the result for 
the key expression In(^o)' An identical duality in approach exists for the (vector) 
problems of elastic wave scattering and linear elastic fracture mechanics, but we spare 
the reader the details of equivalence. Rather, we discuss only the 'Conversion" process 
here and even that in limited detail. 
The representation integral for scattered elastic waves from an arbitrarily shaped 
vanishingly thin crack 5 (cf. Fig. 1) is given by 
{dO^ 1 
where is the scattered displacement field, u\^ the incident field, Um = «m "m 
the total field, the components of the fundamental time-harmonic point-force 
solution for elastodynamics (cf. [24] and [26]), and the constants describing 
a linear elastic material. The designations '+' and refer to the two sides of 5 as 
before. For a stress free-crack surface, Eq. 17 reduces to 
r  d o P  
< ( ( . ) = - C h j k l  118) 
where Auj = is the crack opening displacement, the primary dependent 
variable in a boundary value problem. In the limit as ( — (o, Eq. 18 results in a 
familiar BIE, but this, for the same reason already discussed in the acoustics problem, 
is insufficient to determine Auj. As before, we take the gradient of the representation 
integral, i.e.. 
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which, in the limit as ^ — (o, has the same hypersingular character as Eq. 3 for 
acoustics. Virtually the entire discussion of the singularities following Eq. 3 above 
applies to Eq. 19 with only obvious modifications to account for the vector character 
of Eq. 19. Thus it sufRcies here to first subtract and add back the Kelvin point-force 
solution for elastostatics (cf. [5]) to obtain the counterpart of Eq. 4, i.e., 
wherein, as before, in the limit $ (o, the first integral in Eq. 20 is weakly singular, 
and the second integral whose kernel is real and frequency independent is hyper­
singular. Indeed, for problems of static loading of a cracked body, only the second 
integral pertains, so that the methods of this paper are relevant to much of static 
linear elastic fracture mechanics. 
Next, following the methods of Section 2.1 only, if (o is a point on 5 which does 
not fall on the crack edge and Auj is at least at (o, then Stokes' theorem in 
the form Eq. 7 (cf. [30]) can be used to Eq. 20, in the limit as ^ — (o, in the form 
Q y S  i t \  f \ d ^ G P  
—  n  j ( x ) A u ( x )  d S  
T l  J  
,2 
(20)  
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(21) 
where the last integral, which is a CPV, can be replaced for an isotropic material as 
wherein R  =  \ x  —  (o|. For an anisotropic material, though an expression like Eq. 22 
is more difficult to get, one can avoid direct computation of the CPV integral by 
replacing it by -5«j(^c))/5^r the negative of an integral with the same integrand 
over 5c, where Sc is any surface such that S U 5c is a closed surface with the normal 
to both surfaces pointing outwards. Eq. 21 with 22 is the vector counterpart of Eq. 8. 
All integrals are regular or at most weakly singular as discussed in connection with 
Eq. 8. If desired, Eq. 21 could be converted to a form like Eq. 12 in which HFP and 
CPV integrals were explicit. These in turn could be transformed via the method of 
Finite-Part Section (and Appendices B and C) such that again Eq. 21 would result. 
Finally, since the scattered traction is given by 
and since the total traction tp(^o) across 5 is zero by hypothesis, it suffices to sum 
the terms in Eq. 21 with Cpqmrnq(^o)i set the sum equal to -tp($o) and regard 
Eq. 23 as our main BIE formula for numerical computation for the present class of 
i p i ^ o )  —  C p q T n r U m , r ( ^ o ) n q ( ^ o )  (23) 
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problems, i.e., scattering of time-harmonic waves by cracks. For static loading of 
such cracks, by direct applied traction or by a remote field using superposition to fix 
the boundary data, a formula with obvious simplifications pertains. 
Computational strategies based on Eq. 21 and Eq. 23 for representative vector 
problems are presented in Appendix E. 
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DISCUSSION 
We should emphasize the basic nature of the issues in this paper. The BIE/BEM 
solution procedures, most familiar in the literature, involve weakly singular or, at 
most, CPV integrals in contrast with the nonsingular integrals of most other meth­
ods such as the finite element method. One might view the singularities as the price 
one pays for the "reduction in dimension" or "reformulation of the problem on the 
boundary" so often mentioned as the big advantages with the BIE. Now, even higher 
order singularities are being advocated for which even interpretations as CPV's are 
insufficient. Interpretation as Hadamard finite part integrals is possible although, as 
shown in this paper, even this is not necessary. Nevertheless, such an interpreta­
tion and our suggested method of treatment of the integrals, using two terms in a 
Taylor series expansion, are a natural extension of the CPV idea; but there are im­
portant diflFerences as have been shown. It appears that each step upwards in kernel 
singularity requires greater smoothness of the function multiplying the kernels for 
the integrals to exist in any sense. Practical implications of and clarification of this 
fact and the kinds of limits needed to define this hierarchy of singular integrals are, 
perhaps, the central issues of this paper. 
It is possible now to treat wave scattering from an arbitrarily shaped (not flat) 
crack surface, the difficulties encountered in getting an analytical expression for finite 
parts due to the curvature of the surface having been overcome. Alternatively, we 
have also proposed a method which does not require any HFP or CPV interpreta­
tion and eliminates any numerical computation of HFP or CPV integrals. In this 
method, Stokes' theorem is used not to reduce the order of singularity by transfer­
ring a derivative on the fundamental solution to the density function, i.e., the usual 
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regularization, but to convert surface integrals to line integrals. This method is valid 
regardless of how the surface is discretized and whether the surface is open or closed. 
The smoothness demanded of the density function by this method is required by 
the nature of the hypersingularity and hence needs to be satisfied no matter what 
method is used. Indeed, without this smoothness requirement, we believe that no 
meaningful value can be given to the hypersingular integrals involved in the gradient 
BIE (Eq. [2]) by any method. Moreover, we contend that the understanding in this 
paper regarding where and why smoothness is required permits stable and accurate 
computations with even nonconforming boundary elements. Our reported results, 
though preliminary, support this condition. This is in contrast to the delicate non-
trivial numercal issues with the usual regularization methods, as mentioned earlier, 
wherin CPV's must be computed using very special interpolation procedures. 
Finally, in addition to crack applications, hypersingular integral equations should 
prove useful for computing gradients of potentials, and stresses in vector problems, 
right on the boundaries of bodies defined by closed surfaces, cf. [6]. Such equations 
are also useful in constructing a formulation for a unique solution at all frequencies for 
frequency-dependent wave-scattering problems, e.g. [4] and [31]. They also appear 
in the acoustic and elastodynamic transmission problem in scattering theory, cf. [15], 
and in computational models of thin shields in electroplating, e.g. [9]. We suspect 
that hypersingular integral equations will appear more frequently in many contexts 
as their properties become better understood and more confidence to treat them 
numerically is gained. 
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APPENDIX A 
In the following, the integrals that occur in Eq. 6 are 'converted' by Stokes' 
theorem. Let J be the second integral in Eq. 6. In indicial notation, 
J  =  -  J ^ G , f ^ j , ( x . ^ ] n i ^ ( x ) d S  (A-1) 
where G,f^j.(x,^) = Subtracting and adding the term G.f^f,{x.^)nr(x), 
we have 
J  =  -  j g  ( ® ' 0 " r ( » ) ]  d S  -  J ^ G , f ^ f ^ ( x . ^ ) n r ( x ) d S  
(A-2) 
where, since G.^i^ (%:,() = 0 for ( not on S, the second integral of Eq. A-2 is zero. 
Using Stokes' theorem of Eq. 7, Eq. .A.-2 reduces to the line integral 
=  - ^ q k r  f ( - ,  (  A-3) 
where C  is the line bounding 5. 
Now let Z be the third integral in Eq. 6. In indicial notation it is 
Z  = -  J ^ G , f ^ j . ( x , ^ ) ( x  -  ^o ) p n } ; { x ) d S  (A-4) 
or equivalently 
Z = [G',jr.(®,0(® -^o)p] ,rni^(x)dS + 6rp J^G,i^(x,^)ni^(x)dS (.A-5) 
Subtracting and adding the term ^G,^, (aj,^)(a3 - ^o)p] "r(®) we have 
Z  =  -  j ^ [ [ G , f ; ( x , ^ ) ( x  -  ^o ) p ]  , r n k { x )  - [Cr',;r. (»,$)( œ -^o)p] , k n r { x ) ]  d S  
-  J g G , f ^ f ^ ( x , ^ ) ( x  ~  ^ o ) p n r ( x ) d S  ~  6 f ^ p  J ^ G , f ^ ( x , ^ ) n r { x ) d S  
-  8  r p  
0(0 
47r 
(A-6) 
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where 0(0 is the solid angle made by the surface from the view point Using 
Stokes' theorem on the first integral and recognizing that the second integral is zero, 
Eq. A-6 is 
Z  =  ^ q k r  -  ^o ) p d x q  
- S f ^ p  f ç . G , i ^ { x , ^ ) n r ( x ) d S  -  6 r p  0(0 
47r 
(A-7) 
Subtracting and adding the term G , r  from the second integral of Eq. A-7 
and invoking Stokes' theorem again results in 
Z  =  
-^qkr ^(-1 ^•'k ~ ^o)pdxq - ^ qrp G{ x , ^ ) d x q  
— G',r (a;.Onp(a;) (^5" — (A-8) 
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APPENDIX B 
The following are some types of improper integrals of interest in this paper and 
three-dimensional BIE/BEM analysis in general. Both x and (q are on S. A limit 
as ^ — (o is not an issue in this Appendix since such a limit is already understood 
as giving rise to the present integrals. Consider 
/(®) 
= f t  
S  r  
d S  (B-11 
where f { x ) i s  any density function which satisfies f .p ( x ) n p ( x )  = 0, the rigid scatterer 
boundary condition, on the surface and r ~ jœ — (ol- ^l(^o) is weakly singular and 
the singularity can be removed by using polar coordinates to represent the differential 
area. Next, consider 
l 2 i ^ o )  =  f ( x }  i  , i ^ n f ^ ( x ) d S  (B-2) 
which is no more than a weakly singular integral and can be reduced to a regular 
integral and a solid angle as follows: 
l 2 i ^ o )  =  J ^ [ f ( x )  -  f ( ^ o ) ]  ^ + ^ (B-3) 
where the second integral is — ^(^o) as in Eq. A-5. Now consider 
(B-4) 
As a result of the strong singularity in we more formally write (see Fig. 2) 
,3-5) 
f  r  (r,; n,; —r,,' . n,,- ) 
/ 3 ( ( o )  =  [ / ( ® ) - / ( ^ o ) ]  d S  
5e—'0 L/J —Je 
1 r 
.r. - . r .  
d S  (B-6) 
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and trust that we may attach meaning to the indicated limit at least in the sense of 
the CPV (cf. [22] and Eq. B-9). Invoking Stokes' theorem, Eq. B-6 reduces to 
W o )  = I f M - M o / ' ' " - ' ' 2 '  d S  
-  I  - - f j i A  ^  d b * .  j  .  ( B - 7 )  
Using local polar coordinates over Se, as in Fig. 2, it can be shown that 
"'1 ' - -[- = p,:(9)ln|2p(9)| :B-8) 
where p ( 0 )  is as shown in the figure and p . ^  { 9 )  is either sin(^) or cos(O). 
Actually there are two ways to interpret /g((o). If p { 6 )  is a constant, then the 
terms in Eq. B-8 vanish and for sufficiently smooth f(x) at (o, i.e., the surface 
integral in Eq. B-7 is at most weakly singular in the limit. This is usually referred to 
as the CPV and is denoted by 
(B-9) 
However, suppose p ( 6 )  were assumed not to be a constant, then one can define the 
HFP of 73(^0) as (cf. [11]) 
(r,j n , j  — , n,j 
/3 («0) = 
2% 
d S  
+  f { ^ o ) n j ( ^ o ) L  p , i ( e ) \ n \ 2 p ( 9 ) \  d O  (B-10) 
which again reduces Eq. B-7 to one which is finite in the limit Se — 0 and is denoted 
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Thus interpreting either as a CPV or a HFP results in 
' H i o )  = =  I g i n x )  -  n f c / ' ' ' '  ' ^ 2 ' ' " ' '  ' J s  
Note that without either interpretation is unbounded. Finally, consider the 
even more strongly singular integral 
/4(«<.) = Is/(=IG.rt(=.ItB-131 
for which we hope to find meaning in the following limits. 
/4(^o) = - Hm / f(x)G,j.f.(x,^o]ni^(x)dS (B-14) 
be—U b — og 
^4(^0) = ~  J ^ ^ n l  f ç  Q [ f i " ' )  ~  f i ^ o )  -  f - p ( ^ o ) { x  -  ^o ) p ]  
d S  -  f { ^ o ) J  —  / • • p i ^ o ) Z ^  (B-15) 
where J and Z are as defined by Eq. A-3 and Eq. A-8 with the surface and line 
integrals now over 5 - 5e and C + C'e respectively. The integrals over C'e in J and 
Z are expressed in local coordinates, Fig. 2, over S as follows: 
'qkrfce^^k(^^^o)dxq = -'^^J^ ^ (B-16) 
-^o)pdxq = 0 (B-17) 
eqrp f^ ,^G{x,^o)dxq = p,p(6) ln\2p(9)\de. (B-18) 
On substituting Eq. B-16, Eq. B-17 and Eq. B-18 in Eq. B-15, we get 
I^(^o) = j^--/(^o) -/,p ($o)(® - ^o)p] 
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+ G , j , f , ( x , ^ o ) n f ^ ( x ) d S  
+  / ( « o )  { / ( - ,  G . t  ( " ! ,  i o ) d ^ q  +  I o ' M )  
~  f s ~ s  ^ ' r { x , ^ o ) n p ( x ) d S  +  f i p ( ^ o ) \ ^ r p  
fi(6) ^ 1 
- ffy - (o)p*/Tp - eqrp J Glx,^o)dxq 
"r(^o) 
J q p ,p( 0 ) l n \2p ( e ) \ d e  [B-19) 47r 70 
in which the first surface integral is at most weakly singular if /(a?) is at least C^''^ at 
^o- In the limit as 5 —- 0, the terms explicitly involving 0 in Eq. B-19 are unbounded. 
Assuming p(0) = e, a constant, does not help as Eq. B-16 and so Eq. B-19 are of 
order 1/e though Eq. B-18 is zero identically. Hence /^((o ) as given by Eq. B-15 does 
not exist as a CPV. Instead for p(6) not a constant, the finite part of can be 
defined as 
f ^ _ ^ J i ^ ) G , r k ( ^ ^ ^ o ) n i ; ( x ) d S  
. ^ r ( ^ o )  d d  
M o ) - i :  47r Jo p(0) 
/ • p ( ^ o ) ^ ^ ^ /  p , p { 9 ) l n \ 2 p ( e ) \ d 0  
47r J o  
s o  that is at most weakly singular. This is denoted by 
(B-20) 
r r ( ^ o )  =  f ^ f ( x )  d ^ G { x , ^ o )  d S  (B-21) 
d ^ r d n ( x )  
Additional motivation for this HFP definition, for the problems treated in this paper, 
is given in Appendix C. 
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APPENDIX C 
In Appendix B, both x  and were already on 5 and we took special limits 
involving 5e ^ 0 to define the CPV and HFP. In this Appendix we consider the 
limit as D —0, D = |( - (o|, where ^ ^ 5 for certain integrals. Hopefully, our work 
in this Appendix motivates and renders more intutive the definition of the HFP in 
Appendix B, especially for BIE/BEM analysts who are first concerned with the limit 
as D — 0 in physical problems. 
Thus consider the integral 
(c-u 
where r, n, and 5 are as defined in Appendix B. Expanding f i x )  using Taylor's series 
over Se (Fig. 2) we have 
+ ''+0(S,)|. (C-2) 
If we let 5e = 0 so as to eliminate all terms of order Se we have 
^ 3 ( î o )  =  W o )  +  { / ( Î O )  4  
where is as defined in Eq. B-7. The second term in local coordinates, as in 
Fig. 2, is given by 
f (r„-n,.-—r,,-, n,/) /•27r 
lim /  p &  d S  =  n j ( ^ o )  p ,i{ 0 ) l T i \ 2 p ( 6 ) \ d e .  (C-4) 
£)_0 J b e  1® - (r -/O 
In the limit as 5e ^ 0 both and the second term of Eq. C-3 are unbounded. 
But these unbounded terms are equal and opposite in sign (Eq. B-8 and Eq. C-4) 
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which results in cancellation and J3 = This is the motivation for defining 
as in Eq. B-10. 
Next consider 
(C-5) 
£ ) - . O J S ' '  '  d ^ r d n ( x )  D - O -
Expanding f ( x )  using Taylor's series as before 
= -  J g _ ç . ^ f ( ' ^ ) G ^ r k ^ ' ^ ^ ^ o ) n f ; ( x ) d S  
-  f ^ p i ^ o )  J ç ,  G , j , i ^ ( x , ^ ) { x  -  ^o ) p ' ^ l ^ { x )  d S  +  0 { S e ) ^  ( C - 6 )  
For the same reason as before for taking the limit Se — 0 and using the 
relations for (0 close to the boundary, Fig. 2, i.e., 
f i ^ o )  j ^ ^ G . j , i ^ ( x , ^ ) n i ^ ( x ) d S  =  
M o  
^ O ( D )  
nr(^o) /••2, 
47r Jo 
1 D '  
V^/p2(0) -r Z)2 + £>2]'^ j 2  
d e  
(C-7) 
f , p { i o )  L  G , j , f ^ ( x , ^ ) ( x  -  ^o ) p n f ^ ( x ) d S  =  
/,p ((o) ^ r ( ^ o )  
47r I VO 
JTT 
pip (^) 2p(6) 
\JpHO) + Z)2 
In \ p { 6 )  +  \ J p ' ^ ( 6 )  +  d ' ^ \  -  —  P ( 0 )  
[p2(0) + Z?2]3/2 
+ lnZ) d 9 ^ 0 ( D )  (C-8) 
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we get 
r27r dO 
10 p(e)  
+ /)p(^0 n r ( ^ o )  
47r 
p,p(e)\n\2p(e)\d9y (C-9) 
In the limit as Se — 0, I^(^o) and the last two terms of Eq. C-9 are unbounded. But 
these unbounded terms are equal and opposite in sign (Eq. B-16 and Eq. B-18) and 
as a result ^4(^0) = •^4*(^o)- This observation on the cancellation of the infinities is 
the motivation for defining /^*(^o) as in Eq. B-20. 
To encapsulate all of this, we may write 
^Um^lJ^_^^ff(x,^o)ff(x)dS + A(^o,Se)l = £(^o) (C-10) 
where £(^0) is the finite value of a singular integral with singular kernel H(x.^o) 
and density g(x). If H is only weakly singular, A may be zero and no restrictions 
on the shape of Se or how it goes to zero are needed. If H is more strongly singular. 
.4 may still be zero provided 5e — 0 in a special (CPV) manner and g{x) is 
If H is hypersingular, a nonzero .4 is required to cancel the unbounded terms in the 
integral and the precise form of .4 can be (intuitively) provided if Z(^o) arises in a 
BIE/BEM context. For this a price on g(a;) is extracted. Now g(x) must be 
(see Appendix B) and the result of this is the HFP. Clearly special restrictions on 
S to yield a finite L, with zero .4, a process called the CPV, could be regarded as a 
special case of the HFP. 
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APPENDIX D 
Consider the term J^i^o) as in Eq. C-5. Let Se be a small neighborhood about 
t h e  p o i n t  ( o  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n  f { ^ o )  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  a b o u t  b u t  f , p ( $ o )  
is not continuous across the line abc as in Fig. D-1. (Such would be the case if the line 
abc were the junction between two conforming isoparametric elements with nodes at 
a, b and c.) Let f,p(^o) and f^p(^o) represent the gradient of the density function 
over si and 5| respectively about (g. For Se as defined above, and expanding the 
density function on each side of the line abc, one obtains 
^4(^0) = -  J ^ _ ^ ^ f ( x ) G , r i^ { x , ^ o ) n f . ( x ) d S  
—  f i p ( ^ o )  J ç i  d S  + 0(5g) 
- (fS + 0(5'e) j (D-1) 
where the first term is equal to Eq. B-14, and the second term is as given in 
Eq. C-7. The third and the fourth terms when combined give 
- /»p(^o) "r($o) 4ir 
2 p ( 0 )  
- In \ p { d )  +  \ J p ^ [ 0 )  +  d ^ \ ~  
s J p H O )  + d2 
- /,p ((o) 
[p2(0) + Z)2]-'^/2 
«''""Islrb 
d e  
- In \ p [ 9 )  +  \ / p 2 ( ^ )  +  £ / 2 |  _  
[p2(0) + Z)2]'V2 
de 
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Figure D-1: Smoothness requirement not satisfied across line abc 
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-  I n D  f ^ % , p ( e ) d 9  +  f } p ( ^ o )  f ^ ^ P , p { 0 ) d e Y  (D-2) 
The above expression does not exist in the limit as D — 0 as the term multiplying 
InD is never zero for f,p(^o) not equal to f,p(^o)} i.e., when the gradient of the 
density function is not continuous. If /.p(^o) = f^pdo) then the term multiplying 
In D in Eq. D-2 vanishes and in the limit as D —^ 0 the entire expression Eq. D-2 
reduces to the last term of Eq. C-9. 
It has been shown by P. A. Martin (private communication), for a 1-D case, that 
continuity of derivatives although sufficient to eliminate the (comparable) In Z? 
terms as shown, is still insufficient to give a finite limit as Z) — 0, The stronger 
condition is required for a finite limit. 
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APPENDIX E 
Three examples are presented which are solved by first forming an interior rep­
resentation integral and then regularized using Stokes' theorem. This results in a 
BIE, Eq. 23, which is solved numerically using the BEM. The following examples 
are related to elastic wave scattering from flat cracks in an infinite isotropic elastic 
medium. 
In the first example the crack opening displacement of a penny shaped crack due 
to normal incident plane waves is solved for K^a =0, 4.4, 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0 and the 
results compared with theory (see Figs. E-2 to E-6). To solve this problem using 
the BEM the crack surface is discretized using 25 elements as show^n in Fig. E-1. 
A finer discretization is necessary to obtain good results for A'^a > 7. The crack 
opening displacement, Figs. E-2 to E-6, is normalized with respect to the maximum 
displacement of the zero frequency case. Here Kf- is the wave number of the shear 
wave and 'a' is the radius of the crack. 
The crack opening displacement due to a normal incident plane wave is solved 
for an elliptical crack which has its major axis \/2 times the minor. The discretization 
used was obtained by squashing the penny shaped model used for the above example. 
Fig. E-1, along a radial direction to form an ellipse. Since the crack opening displace­
ment is a function of the angle 9, Fig. E-7, it is computed along the radial direction 
for 0 = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. For these angles the crack opening 
displacement is normalized with respect the maximum crack opening displacement 
of a penny shaped crack at zero frequency and graphed against the normalized radial 
distance in Figs. E-8 through E-11. The results agree well with those presented in 
[21-
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Figure E-1: A 25 element model for a penny shaped crack 
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Figure E-2: Normalized crack opening displacement for penny shaped crack and 
K^a = 0 
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Figure E-3: Normalized crack opening displacement for penny shaped crack and 
K^a = 4.4 
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Figure E-4: Normalized crack opening displacement for penny shaped crack and 
A'^ a = 5.0 
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Figure E-5: Normalized crack opening displacement for penny shaped crack and 
A'^ a = 6.0 
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Figure E-6: Normalized crack opening displacement for penny shaped crack and 
K^a = 7.0 
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Figure E-7: An elliptical crack 
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Figure E-8: Normalized crack opening displacement for an elliptical crack and 
K^a = 4.0 
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Figure E-9: Normalized crack opening displacement for an elliptical crack and 
A'^ a = 4.5 
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NORM DISTANCE FROM CENTRE 
Figure E-10: Normalized crack opening displacement for an elliptical crack and 
Kf^a = 5.0 
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Figure E-11; Normalized crack opening displacement for an elliptical crack and 
K^a = 5,5 
Figure E-12: A 21 element model of a square crack 
As the last example the stress intensity factor at the center of an edge of a square 
crack is computed for different frequencies of plane waves at normal incidence. A 
discretization as in Fig. E-12 is used to represent the square crack with an edge of 
length 2a. The stress intensity factor at the center of an edge is normalized with 
respect to the zero frequency case, Fig E-13. The results compare well with [23]. 
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Figure E-13: Normalized stress intensity factor for a square crack at the center 
a side 
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PART II. 
DISCRETIZATION CONSIDERATIONS WITH HYPERSINGULAR 
INTEGRAL FORMULAS FOR CRACK PROBLEMS 
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ABSTRACT 
A hypersingular integral equation is derived to solve the crack like problem of 
acoustic scattering from a thin rigid screen. Discretization considerations regarding 
modeling the problem and computing the integrals to a required precision, using the 
Boundary Element Method (BEM), are discussed. Numerical results are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The presence of cracks in structural components is an issue of continuing interest 
and concern to everyone involved with the safety and performance of such compo­
nents. The disciplines of fracture mechanics and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) 
are just two areas of research concerned with the detection of cracks and the analysis 
of the fields in the vicinity of cracks under static and dynamic loading. Both disci­
plines have need for analytical/numerical methods to supplement and interpret data 
obtained from physical experiments. 
Dealing effectively as it does with high stress gradients and surface only dis­
cretizations in many cases, the boundary element method has enjoyed some success 
in providing numerically obtained information near cracks and other shapes [1]. [6], 
and it continues to offer promise for problems of interest in fracture mechanics and 
NDE. However, there is a well understood limitation in modeling a crack in a structure 
using conventional integral equations as the basis for the boundary element method 
[7]. Frequently, therefore, new integral equations, obtained by taking the gradient 
of the conventional (indeterminate) ones, are introduced. Such equations are free 
of the indeterminacy; but the gradient, operating on the already singular kernels of 
the integral equations, introduces a hypersingularity. In this paper the hypersingular 
integrals are interpreted carefully in the sense of a Hadamard finite part [2] and are 
evaluated analytically and computations are done only with regular integrals, cf. [.3]. 
Although we are ultimately interested in scattering of elastic waves by cracks, in 
this paper we consider the related but simpler problem of scattering of an acoustic 
wave by an infinitely thin rigid screen. This problem has all of the essential math­
ematical and computational features, which form the thrust of this paper, without 
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the nonessential complications of the (vector) elastic counterpart. 
In [3], a representative scattering problem was solved numerically using simple 
discretization and a crude integration scheme. The results obtained were reasonably 
good, which gave us confidence in this method, but the stability and the accuracy of 
the results were not discussed. In the present work, the discretization considerations 
for solving hypersingular integrals and a simple integration scheme to compute these 
integrals are discussed. A comparison of this new integration and the crude one used 
in [.3] is made. 
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SCATTERING PROBLEM 
Suppose 5"*" is one side of the surface of a thin rigid scatterer in an unbounded 
acoustic medium and suppose x is any point on 5"*", n(x), the normal to 5"*" at aj, 
and ( is any point not on the boundary, then the scattered field o"® due to an incident 
field (j)^ is 
where G ^ ( x , ^ )  =  f i i r R ,  R  =  \ x  —  (|, the free space Green's function, k  the 
wave number, (f>(x) the total field, and the superscripts "+, —" henceforth refer to 
the two sides of the scatterer surface. On taking the gradient of Eq. 1 and in the 
limit as ^ a point on 5"^, we obtain 
where u ( x )  =  0  '  ( x )  —  o ~ ( x ) ,  and the double dash means the Hadamard finite part 
of the hypersingular integral. 
For Eq. 2 to exist, it is necessary for the density function to be at least at 
(the collocations points) (0, cf. [3] [4], i.e., |u(z) - it(^o) - - $op)l < 
where 0 < a < 1 and \ B \  is bounded. If we now consider 5"^ to be a 
flat rigi d  s c a t t e r e r  i n  t h e  ^ 1 ^ 2  a n d  t ( x )  t o  b e  t h e  t a n g e n t  t o  C  a t  a  p o i n t  x  o n  
C, then a process of regularization with proper use of Taylor's theorem and Stokes' 
theorem on Eq. 1 and limit ( — (o, cf. [3], results in an alternate but equivalent 
expression for Eq. 2 as follows: 
'dé'' 
47r 
d n  
u ( x ) d S  
- /5+FP' 
+ ^ ["(®) — — "ip ( ^ o ) ( ^ p  -  (op)] d S  
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+ %((o) ^ [(^1 - ^ol)^2 ~ (^2 "" ^o2)^ll 
The above equation, which involves regular or weakly singular integrals, is an integral 
equation where dé' jdn is known at all points on the surface and we are interested 
in u{x). This equation can be solved numerically using the BEM. It is very common 
in BEM [1] to use conforming elements to describe the geometry and the density 
function, and this guarantees u(x) to be continuous across interelement boundaries, 
which is more appealing physically. Such elements are not at nodes on the 
edges of elements, and so one cannot collocate at the nodes when computing hyper-
singular integrals. Hence, we have used nonconforming elements, cf. [.3], which have 
collocation points away from the edges, to approximate the density function and they 
satisfy the requirement at the collocation points. 
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NUMERICAL INTEGRATION SCHEME 
The integrals which need to be computed numerically when using Eq, 3 to solve 
the scattering problem can be classified as follows: 
Line integrals - These integrals are over the element edges and the integrand is 
of 0(1!R?). Special attention is required when integrating this term and the 
collocation point (CPT) is close to the edges. This is usually referred to as the 
"near singularity condition" where the integrand varies rapidly over the domain 
and so would require higher quadrature order or subdivision of the domain. 
Non-singular area integration - The CPT is not on the integration segment, but this 
could be a near-singularity situation when the CPT is very close to the inte­
g r a t i o n  e l e m e n t .  T h i s  i s  n o t  u n c o m m o n  i n  B E M  a n d  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  i s  0 (  1 / ) .  
As in the line integration, the near singularity situation requires special care. 
Singular area integration - These integrals are area integrals when the CPT is on 
the integrating element. The integrand is 0(1/R) and this integral is usually 
computed by coordinate transformation to polar coordinates. 
When this problem was first solved numerically in [3], a crude integration scheme 
was used. The line integrals over each side of the element were computed using 10 
function evaluations. All nonsingular area integrals which include the nearsingular 
situation were computed using 6x6 function evaluations. The singular area integrals 
were computed by dividing the element into four triangular subelements by joining 
the CPT to the four corners of the element, using polar coordinates and 10 x 10 
function evaluation in each of the subelements. 
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Though the integrals were poorly handled, the preliminary results obtained as 
in [3] gave confidence in solving crack problems using hypersingular integrals as we 
have proposed. But there were important questions left to be addressed regarding 
accuracy and stability of this method. To gain insight into these issues, emphasis 
was placed on developing an efficient but simple integration scheme to compute these 
integrals to required accuracy. 
When Gaussian quadrature formulas are used to compute these integrals, the 
accuracy of the result will depend on the quadrature order used. In the case of 
near singular line and area integration, the integrand varies rapidly over one part 
of the domain and therefore requires a high quadrature order to achieve a required 
accuracy. Thus, the Gaussian quadrature formula is not an efficient method, as 
equal number of quadrature points are distributed on either side of the center of 
the domain, i.e., distributed independent of the variation of the integrand over the 
domain. There is also a restriction on the maximum quadrature order that could 
be used in our program, which is 10 for line integrals and 10 x 10 for area integrals. 
An alternate method of handling these integrals would be to subdivide the domain, 
thereby isolating the areas where the integrand varies rapidly, and use the optimum 
quadrature order (OQO) in each to obtain the required accuracy. To implement 
this integration scheme, it is necessary to find out the OQO to integrate a certain 
integrand when the variation of the integrand over the domain is known, i.e., when 
the dimensions of the domain of integration and the location of the collocation point 
with respect to the domain are known. With this in perspective, three different 
numerical experiments where performed for the three types of integrals encountered. 
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Table 1: OQO as a function of 1/h and 6 for line inte­
grals 
1/h angle 0  OQO 
0.0 - 1.0 9  <  90° > 6 
1.0 - 1.5 B  < 45° > 5 
45° < g < 90° > 6 
1.5 - 2.0 9  < 75° > 4 
75° < < 90° > 5 
2.0 - 2.5 9  <  60° > 3 
60° < g < 90° > 4 
2.5 - .3.5 e  <  90° > 3 
The numerical experiment for line integrals involves a straight line a h  which is 
the domain of integration, h being its length, and a set of points Pn which are at 
a distance In from C, the center of the line ab. The line CPn makes an angle of 
± 9 n  w i t h  t h e  n o r m a l  t o  t h e  l i n e  a b .  F o r  e a c h  o f  t h e s e  p o i n t s ,  t h e  i n t e g r a l  /q d x / R^ ,  
R = I® — Pn| is computed for different quadrature orders. When the difference in 
computed value for two successive quadrature orders is less than a particular value, 
then the larger of the two quadrature orders is the optimum, OQO, for the required 
precision. In this work, we are demanding a precision of 5 significant figures for all 
three types of integrals. This exercise is repeated for a large number of points away 
from the line. Instead of having to repeat this experiment for different lengths of 
segment ab, it is enough if we take one length and estimate the OQO for different 
1/h ratio and angle ê. The outcome of this experiment is tabulated as in Table 1 for 
use in the proposed integration scheme. 
The numerical experiment for area integrals involves a square with diagonal D  
and a set of collocation points Pn outside the square, and Sn is the shortest distance 
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Table 2: OQO as a function of D/S for 
nonsingular area integrals 
D/S OQO I 
> 3.6333 > 9 x 9 !  
9 x 9  i  
8 x 8  
3.633 - 3.53.5 
3.535 - 2.828 
2.828 - 2.197 
2.197 - 1.480 
1.480 - 0.857 
0.857 - 0.372 
7 x 7  
6 x 6  
5 x 5  I  
4 x 4  I  
3 x 3  I  > 0.372 
from Pn and the center or edges of each of the sides of the square. This experiment 
is similar to the one for line integrals but involves an area integral over a square. 
respectively, where iîj, i  = 1,2, . . . . ,8 ,  are the shape functions approximating density 
function and R = |r — Pnl- The OQO for different D/S ratios are given in Table 2 
for nonsingular area integrals and in Table 3 for singular area integrals. 
When solving scattering problems, one has to deal with area integrals which 
are not only singular or near singular as in static problems but also oscillatory in 
space and this requires more care when computing the integrals. In the numerical 
experiment for area integrals the shape functions were included in the integrand and 
have a spatial variation comparable to a half sine wave. Hence, for a scattering 
problem it is appropriate to assume that as long as the kernel oscillation over the 
domain of integration is less than or equal to half the wave length, Tables 2 and 3 can 
be used. In other words, if OS = kAr/2iT where Ar is the distance between points on 
the domain furthest and closest to the collocation point, and OS < 0.5, then Tables 2 
The integrands are H^/R^ and H^/R for nonsingular and singular area integration, 
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Table 3: OQO as a function of D/S for 
singular area integrals 
D/S OQO 
> 5.596 > 9 x 9  
9 x 9  
8 x 8  
7 x 7  
6 x 6  
5 X 5 
4 x 4  
3 x 3  
5.596 - 4.714 
4.714 - 3.5.35 
3.5.35 - 2.695 
2.695 - 1.767 
1.767 - 0.831 
0.831 - 0.1.50 
> 0.1.50 
and 3 can be used; otherwise, the domain has to be divided into subdomains and the 
05 must be less than 0.5 before Tables 2 and 3 can be used for integration. 
The integration scheme devised here is most suited for 8 and 9-node noncon­
forming elements and would require little modification for other types. Now that 
the OQO for the different types of integrals is known, a subdivision scheme that 
would result in the number of function evaluation (NFE) over the domain to be 
close to minimum is devised. The subdivision process for the line integral works as 
follows. For a specific collocation point and a line segment, here the side of the 8-
node quadratic element, the OQO from Table I is selected. If this were > 6, then the 
segment is divided into three subsegments and the OQO, for these subsegments and 
the CPT, are extracted from Table 1. If the OQO is < 6 for a subsegment, then the 
integral is computed over that subsegment; if not, the subsegment is evenly divided 
into 2, 3, or 4 subsubsegments until all the subsubsegments have an OQO less than 
6 and the integral is computed. 
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For nonsingular area integrals, the subdivision scheme similar to that of the line 
integrals involves D/S where D and S are as defined in the numerical experiment 
for area integrals. If D/S for the whole element is < 2.197, then the integral is 
computed using OQO as found in Table 2. Otherwise, the element is subdivided into 
9 subelements (Fig. 1) and the D/S for each of those is computed. If D/S for these 
subelements is < 3.6.33, then the integrals are computed once again using the OQO in 
Table 2; otherwise, the subelement is divided into 12 or 22 or 32 subsubelements until 
D/S < 3.633 on each of the subsubelements and the integral is computed. In the case 
of singular area integration, the element is first divided into 9 subelements. Then the 
subelement in which the CPT falls is subdivided into four triangular segments so as 
to use polar coordinates to compute the singular integral. A Gaussian quadrature 
order of 5 x .5 is used [5] after transformation. In the rest of the subelements, the 
integrals are treated as in the nonsingular area integrals but now using Table 3. 
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Figure 1: Subdividing an element into 9 subelements 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
This improved integration scheme which computes the integrals to 5 places of 
precision is used to solve the previously mentioned scattering problem through BEM. 
The zero value of the solution at the edges and the square root behavior of the 
solution close to the crack edges are built into the shape functions in the elements 
along the edges of the crack. The model is discretized by 33 elements as in [3j and a 
significant improvement in the result is observed as expected, but the improvement 
in the results at nodes close to the center is not significant. 
On further experimentation, it was observed that the solution was poor at nodes 
close to inter element boundaries which were not conforming geometrically, as in the 
33-element model used, as the irregularities in the geometry, i.e., gaps and overlaps 
of adjacent elements, are magnified by the strong singularity associated with that 
node. Hence, a geometrically conforming model with 20 elements, which was similar 
to the 33-element model in radial division but had 8 elements in each of the two outer 
rings and four in the center, was used to solve this scattering problem again. The 
comparison of solution from [3] and this 20-element model with all improvements 
suggested in this work is as in Fig. 2. 
One numerical problem not discussed here is the order of singularity of the 
integrand of the second area integral in Eq. 3. From the smoothness requirement 
on the density function, the numerator is OIR^) theoretically and often this is not 
true numerically at points close to the CPT due to the numerical round-off error. 
The present numerical scheme helps alleviate this problem and work is in progress to 
handle this term better. 
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Figure 2: The results from [5] are to the left of the origin and the results from all 
improvements suggested are to the right of the origin for Ka = 4 and Ka 
= 5 
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CONCLUSION 
When formulating the scattering from a thin screen problem using integral equa­
tions using our proposed regular)zation technique, a certain smoothness requirement 
on the density function is demanded. The regular BEM which uses conforming el­
ements to approximate density function cannot be used. Either nonconforming el­
ements or splines are appropriate and the former has an advantage of being simple 
to implement. The strong singularity associated with this integral equation demands 
care when performing the integration. An efficient integration routine is developed 
and the results thus obtained are close to the exact. Though this integration scheme 
used is suited for 8 and 9-node nonconforming elements, it can be used for other 
elements with little change. The influence of geometrically nonconforming elements 
on solution accuracy was discovered and properly handled. 
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ABSTRACT 
There are basically two methods of forming hypersingular boundary integral 
equations when starting from interior integral representations. One method requires 
Cauchy principal value and finite-part interpretation of the integral and the other 
does not. By either approach, theory places the same restrictions on the smoothness 
of the density function for the integrals to exist, assuming sufficient smoothness of 
the geometrical boundary itself. Specifically, necessary conditions on the smoothness 
of the density function for meaningful boundary integral formulas to exist are estab­
lished here. Cases for which such conditions may not also be sufficient are mentioned. 
Finally, the bearing of these issues on the choice of boundary elements, to numerically 
solve a hypersingular boundary integral equation, is explored. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Over the past few decades formulating problems using the Boundary integral 
equation (BIE) method and solving the integral equations, using the Boundary ele­
ment method (BEM), has gained popularity as a powerful technique in solving elliptic 
partial differential equations [61. This technique finds wide applications in areas such 
as in nondestructive evaluation, design optimization and stress analysis [2:. First, the 
BIE, which involves known and unknown boundary variables, is formulated. The un­
known boundary variables are then (numerically) obtained by solving the BIE using 
the BEM (cf. [6] and !2j). 
To formulate the BIE it is customary to start with an integral representation 
as obtained from Green's second identity for potential problems, or a form of the 
Betti's reciprocal theorem for vector problems. Then a limit of the interior represen­
tation where the interior point moved to the boundary point, results in the BIE. The 
integrals in the BIE may be over a closed or an open surface. 
The integrand contains a boundary variable which will be referred to as the 
density function and which multiplies another function known as the kernel. The 
kernel derives from a fundamental state with a "response" at the field point x due 
to a unit "source" at ( and, as such, is a two point function which is singular at 
a; = ( or as r = jz — (I — 0. In three dimensional problems, the kernel is termed 
weakly, strongly, or hypersingular when it is of order 1/r, l/r , or respectively. 
Corresponding terminology is used for singularities of order Inr, l / r  and 1/r^ in two 
dimensional problems. 
To formulate the BIE starting with the interior representation, one of two meth­
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ods can be used. Let 
/(() = I^K(x,^)u(x)dS(x) (1) 
be a typical interior representation integral for a point ( not on the boundary 5, 
u{x) the density function, K(x,^) the two point kernel function with x Ç S. Then 
a singular integral, representative of those in a typical BIE is obtained by taking the 
lim( — (o of the interior representation, i.e., 
/(^o)= lim /($) (2) 
in which is another point on S. 
In the first method, herein referred to as the indirect approach, the interior 
representation is regularized prior to taking the limit. For example, 
=  J ^ K i x . ^ ) [ u { x ) -  u ( ^ o )  -  i i , p { i o ) { ^ p  -  ^o p ) ] d S ( x )  
+ ^ i ^ o )  J ^ K ( x , ^ ) d S { x )  
+ (^o) ^  A (œ,— ^ op) c/5(s) (.3) 
when A'(x,^) is hypersingular. The last two integrals are then converted, using 
Stokes' theorem or other techniques, to a form which in the lim( — (o results in 
regular and weakly singular integrals (cf. [8] and [14]). Thus the lim( — (o of 
7(0 results in an expression which has at most weakly singular integrals if |u(a;) — 
"(^o)-w,p($o)(«p-^op)| = a > 0,i.e.,if« G IfA'(x,() were 
strongly singular, rather than hypersingular, then it would be sufficient to subtract 
one term so that |u(®) — u(^o)| = 0(jx - a > 0, i.e., u G and the rest 
would follow as before. Here it is sufficient for the density function to be if the 
kernel is hypersingular and when the kernel is strongly singular [12]. 
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In the second method, a more traditional approach, the boundary 5 is divided 
into two parts, 5 — 5e and 5e where Se is a small neighborhood about and the 
edges of which are e away from (o (an equal e neighborhood is not necessary but 
convenient). Then 
l U o )  =  lim^ L  .  K { x , M ' ^ ) d S ( x )  +  U T  +  B T  (4) 
6 g — 0  J  J  — v g  
where (possibly) unbounded terms (UT) and bounded terms (BT) come from 
U T  +  B T  =  lim < lim [  K ( x , ^ ) u ( x )  d S { :  
S e - O U ~ ^ o J S e  
z )  .  ( 5 )  
A variant of this approach, which is even more traditional is to consider K(x,^o) as 
the kernel and to introduce a hemispherical 'bump" 5^ of radius e (semicircle in 2-D) 
with at its center (cf. [.3]) such that 
U T  +  B T  =  lim [  .  K { x , ^ o ) i i ( x ) d S ( x ) .  (6) 
Now on comparing equations Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 with the definition of Cauchy principal 
value (CPV) :r2] and finite-part (FP) (cf. [1], [7] and [9]) of an integral, the singular 
integral can be written as 
mo) = fgK{x,Mx)dS(x) + BT (7) 
if K(x,^o) is hypersingular or 
/((o) = f g  K ( x , M ^ )  d S ( x )  4- B T  (8) 
if K(x,^o) is strongly singular. This method which requires special interpretation 
of the integrals and careful attention to how the UT cancel comparable unbounded 
terms in the integral of Eq. 4, will be referred to as the direct method. The equivalence 
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of these two methods, when there is sufficient smoothness of the density function, is 
discussed in [8]. 
To implement the BEM, the boundary S  and the density function u ( x )  are usu­
ally approximated by isoparametric elements with collocation points at the element 
edges [6], [2]. With these elements the smoothness of the density function at the inter 
element edges is only but C"^ elsewhere. It is natural, therefore, to ask whether 
hypersingular BIEs are valid for such collocation points. If the discretization is such 
that the smoothness of the density function satisfies the sufficient condition for the 
singular integrals in the BIE to exist at the collocation points, then valid BIEs can 
be written. Specifically, the sufficient condition on u(x) for the FP of hypersingular 
integral to exist is at the collocation point [9] and [4]. However the isoparamet­
ric discretization mentioned above, with collocation points at element edges, where 
u(x) is only at the singular point, will not satisfy the sufficient condition for 
FP to exist. Nevertheless, if one chooses this type of discretization and attempts to 
compute the FP of a hypersingular integral, what are the consequences? Similarly, 
what happens if one uses constant elements to approximate the density function, 
collocates at element edges and computes the C'PV of strongly singular integrals or 
the FP of hypersingular integrals? In essence, how far can one relax the smoothness 
of the density function to compute CPV and FP of integrals? All of these questions, 
which are of considerable interest to the BIE/BEM community, are motivation for 
this paper. 
Specifically in this work we consider integrals which occur in the interior repre­
sentation and give rise to CPV and FP integrals in the BIE when using the direct 
approach. The necessary condition on the density function, which in most cases 
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are also sufficient, for these integrals to exist is established through the direct and 
indirect method and compared. 
In most applications of the BEM, the density functions are seldom unbounded 
except possibly at isolated singular points on 5 such as crack edges. In this paper (o 
is not permitted to occupy such points. Moreover, since smoothness considerations in 
this paper are an issue only at the collocation points, we will assume for convenience 
that the density function is everywhere in the domain of integration but at 
the collocation point where a finite discontinuity is permitted. Without essential 
loss in generality, we will confine 5 to be a straight line in 2-D and a flat surface 
in 3-D problems. This simplification avoids complexities introduced by coordinate 
transformations for curved surfaces but retains the same smoothness requirement on 
the density function. 
The two integrals which exemplify the essential issues and which occur often in 
2-D BEM analysis as part of the interior representation are 
and 
where œ is a point on the curve ab, G ( x , ^ )  = In R ,  u { x )  is a density function on the 
boundary, A = |a: — (|, ( a point not on the boundary and n{x) is the normal to the 
line at x. These integrals need special interpretation when ( —* (o, a point on the 
boundary. The counterpart of these two integrals common to BEM analysis in 3-D 
are 
/ 2 ( 0  =  J ^ S / G { x , ^ ) x n ( x ) u ( x ) d S ( x )  (11) 
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and 
where S  is the surface of integration, G { x , ^ )  =  l / R  and x ,  n { x )  and u { x )  are as 
defined before. 
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INDIRECT METHOD 
In this section the above integrals are written for a point ( off the boundary, the 
density function is expanded about (o, and then the limit as ( — (o is taken. In this 
process the necessary condition for each of the above integrals to exist in the limit is 
established. 
Consider the line integral 
Let ab be a straight line along the axis, Fig. 1, and be any point on ab and 
= 0. The limit of the above integral as ( — (as the X2 component of (o is zero, 
it will be treated as a scalar henceforth) is of interest, i.e.. 
Also let u{x) G C"^ in [a,b] and bounded except at a; = where the function can 
be discontinuous. Then u(x) can be expanded^ as u(^^) + 0(|j - for j > 0 
and u{^0) -^ 0{\x — for x < 0 (a > 0) so 
b 51n I® — (I  
1  d s ( x )  u ( x ) d s ( x ) .  (13) 
(14) 
( 1 5 )  
^Functions which cannot be so expanded will be considered later. 
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n f & )  
Figure 1: A straight line ab in 2-D 
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as (9ln|a: — ^\ldx = l/|z — So, for a > 0 the last two integrals of the above 
equation are weakly singular and so convergent independently. Hence 
lim L(e-)ln||:^H-u(^ + )ln|/^|| + 5T (16) 
i—io I Ç -  ® Ç -  <0 J 
where BT includes the bounded terms from the weakly singular integrals. Then 
= ^im^ ln£> 
+ «((+ ) In Ko - 6| - ) In 1^0 - a| + BT (17) 
where D = \^ — ^o|. Thus, for Iii^o) to exist it is necessary and sufficient that 
"(^0") = u(^j" ). In other words, the density function should be at least continuous 
at the singular point, i.e., u(x) G atz = ^o- Note that Eq. 17, without the 
unbounded term and u(^j" ) ^ u((J" ), is dimensionally inconsistent. 
Now consider the integral 
where the kernel function is 0 { l / R ^ ) .  The line ab, x ,  ( ,  n { x )  and are as defined 
before. The limit ( — ifo of is expressed as 
a ^ G ( j , 0  ^  
d n ( x ) d n ( ^ o )  
On expanding the density function we get 
lo-'® dn(x)dn(^o) 
where 
^ Ï r)R fiP 
(20 )  d  dR 
d n ( x ) d n ( ^ o )  
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+ 
+ 0 ( | x - ^ o l ^ + " ) j  d x  
b d'^G(x,i) 
^0 dn{x)dn{(,o) 
+  0 ( | x - e o l ^ + ' ' ) ]  d x }  
+  ^ i x  —  ( o )  
( 2 1 )  
where a > 0. It is assumed that an expansion as used above is possible and re­
quires u,x (^o) and u„r (^o) be bounded, i.e., the gradient of the density function is 
bounded at the collocation point. 
-, /-(. , , 4-, [!> 9V-'(x.f) 
I 'A d M ' ) d n { ( o )  *  '  J ( o  a M i ) d n U o )  J l i ^ o )  = lim \  u ( ^ o  )  [  Ç—ço [ "fo 
f ^ o  d ' ^ C 4 ( x , ^ ) i x - ^ o )  
V a  d n ( x ) d n ( ^ o )  
r b  d ^ G ( x . ^ ) i x - ^ o )  
d x  
+ d x  
d x  >  
u , x { ^ o  )  d n { x ) d n { ^ o )  ^  
^ o O ( k - ^ o | ^ - ^ )  ,  ,  f b  0 [ \ x  -/: *+/f, d x  ( 2 2 )  |r - ^  k o  
where the last two integrals are weakly singular and so bounded. Using the relations 
R  =  D s e c O ,  X  =  D t a . D . 0 ,  d R / d n ( x )  =  c o s  6  and |j — ^o\ = D tan# where D, R and 
9 are as defined in Fig. 1, it is readily shown that 
i: 
L 
(.o d^ G{x,i) 
d n ( x ) d n { ( , o )  
b  d ^ G { x , i )  
( o  d n { x ) d n { ^ o )  
d x  =  
d x  =  
— a  
£>2 
/: d'^G(x,C) 
L 
d n ( x ) d n { ^ o )  
b  d ^ G ( x , ^ )  
( o  d n { x ) d n ( ^ o )  
(r -^ o ) d x  
(x - ^o)dx 
62 + £)2 
1 1 
"2 + 2 
D '  ,21 
1 1 
+  2 - 2  
+ a2 
- 6*2 
£>2 + 62 
+ In 
In 
yZ?2 -L a 2  
D  
y Z)2 + 62 
D  
(23) 
and so 
= ^%^ + ^ ^ + «,x( e ^ ) [ l - l n | a | ] - i i ,x( ^ ^ ) [ l - l n | 6 | ]  
— a  
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+ VimlnD[u,x(^+)-u,x(^ô)]^BT. (24) 
D —'0 
Like Eq. 17, the above equation will also be diniensionally inconsistent if the un­
bounded term is neglected and u,x The presence of the In D term 
requires w.x (^^ ) = (^o" ) for to be bounded. Hence Ji(^o) will exist if and 
only if the first derivative of the density function at the singular point is continuous, 
i.e.. u,x (x) G C® at jr = ^o-
So far we examined the direct method in 2-D where the boundary is a line. We 
will now extend this method to 3-D where the boundary is a surface and confine 
attention to a flat surface, 5, in the plane. Consider the equation 
^ 2 ( 0  =  [ V G ( x , ^ )  X  n ( x ) ]  d S ( x )  
[ R , p n , j  ( x ) '  
d S { x )  (25) 
where n { x )  is the normal to the surface, is the alternating tensor, e is the basis 
vector, R = \^ — x\ and (is a point off the boundary 5. Suppose the coordinates 
are defined such that the normal to the surface points in the negative direction 
(Fig. 2), then the above equation reduces to 
^ 2 ( 0  = « ( ® ) ^ < ^ 5 ' ( a ; ) .  ( 2 6 )  
If (o were a point on S  then /2((o) is the lim( — of the above integral, i.e., 
h(^o) =-^k^pki lg"i^)^dS(x). (27) 
Using polar coordinates with as the origin, D = |( - (gj and r = |œ — the 
above equation can be written as 
W = jifg //Jo Irta 
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P l o )  
Figure 2: A flat surface in 3-D 
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We now assume that the density function can be expanded as u { r , 0 )  = u(0,^) + 
g( 0 )  0 ( r ' ^ )  w h e r e  o r  >  0 ,  g ( 0 )  i s  s o m e  b o u n d e d  f u n c t i o n  o f  6  a n d  u ( 0 ,  =  l i m ^ _ Q  u ( r , 0 ) .  
A  s i m p l e  e x a m p l e  w o u l d  b e  u ( r , 9 )  =  c o s ( 6 )  +  s i n ^ .  O n  s u b s t i t u t i n g  f o r  u ( r . 9 )  
in Eq. 28 by the above expansion we have 
f  r 2 ' K  r  
h i ^ o )  =  u ( Q , 9 ) r , p { 0 )  
p { & )  
0 [r2 + z)2]3/2 
d r  d O  
where r,p { B )  is either cos 6  and sin0 for p = 1 and p  =  2 ,  respectively. But 
is bounded, as it is a weakly singular integral, and 
f p j ^ )  J P ( 0 )  , , [p(^) + \ / p ^ i ^ )  + 
Jo |,2 + 02,3/2 ^V,9,2 . p i  D  '  ' '  
Thus 
H i o )  =  ^ k ^ p f c 3  Jq  u ( 0 , e ) r ,p ( 0 ) d e  
-  ^ k ' p k Z  Iq ' '  u { 0 , e ) r , p ( 0 ) [ - l  + In \ 2 p ( 6 ) \ ]  d O  +  B T .  (32) 
For 12(^0) to be bounded it is necessary and sufficient that u(O,0) be orthogonal to 
r,p(0), i.e., to sin^ and cos0, or u{0,9)r,p (6) d6 = 0. For the same reason as 
discussed before, discarding the unbounded terms and u{Q,9}r,p {9)d9 ^ 0 would 
render Eq. 32 dimensionally inconsistent. 
Another integral which appears in BIEM and has a hypersingular kernel of 
0{llR^) is 
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where n ( x ) ,  n(^o), x  and (o are as defined before. If (o is the origin to the coordinate 
system and D and r are as defined in Fig. 2 one can write the above equation in polar 
coordinates as 
3D 21  
R Ô  
or 
f 2 i r  f p ( 6 )  
'  d r  d o  
Z r D '  
0  , 
L r- -r 
ie=0 ' Jr=0 
The limit of the above integral as ( — (o gives 
r 2 K  
^2,3/2 Z)2] 5/2 
dr dO. 
(34) 
(35) 
J2(«o)= lim P(«) 
0 
.[7-2 + I>2]3/2 p + /)2]5/2_ 
drd9. (36) 
Let us assume the density function can be expanded about the limiting point (o 
as 
u ( r , e )  =  u ( 0 , 0 )  +  u , r { 0 , 0 ) r  +  h ( e ) 0 ( r ^ ^ ' ^ )  
=  1 1 ( 0 , 6 )  +  u , p { 0 , e ) r , p ( e ) r  +  h ( e ) 0 ( r ^ + ' ^ )  
=  u [ 0 , e )  +  u , p  { 0 , e ) ( x p  -  ^o p )  +  A ( 9 ) 0 ( r l + * )  (37) 
where h { 0 )  is some bounded function of 0 for a > 0, u(0,^) as defined before, 
u,r (0,^) = lim^_o u,r(r,9) and u(O,0) and u,r{0,6) are bounded. The function 
u,r is the radial derivatives of u and u,p is the cartesian derivative of u. Then 
r p W  3rD' 
+ Jq  u , p ( o , e ) r , p ( e )  
p i ^ )  
[r2 + 2)2]3/2 + 
„2 3r2 Z?2 
[r2 + Z)2] 3/2 + Z?2] 5/2 
dr d9 
dr dO 
+ 
f 2 n  f  
L  '«"/o 
p { ^ )  0(7-2+0:) 0(r2+")Z)2' 
.[r2 + Z)2]3/2 [r2 + /)2]5/2 
dr d9 (38) 
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It can be shown that 
P { ^ )  r  1 
d r  —  —  —  f  _ _ , 
JO [r2 + Z?2]3/2 D  ^£>2 
f p ( 0 )  3r J 1 
k = -
{ )  S r p Z  
* [r2 + I)2j'V2 D [D'^ + p2(0)]^/2 
f P ( ^ )  r'^ J _ - p { 0 )  ,  i p ( ' 9 )  +  \ / £ ) 2  + p 2 ( ^ ) ]  
/O ir2 + £)2]-V2 ^ D ^  +  p 2 { 0 )  ^  
r p j O )  3 r 2  D 2  ^  p ( ^ )  , 3 9 ,  
•^0 [ r2  + £)2]5/2 ^ D ^  +  p 2 ( d )  [ D ' ^  +  p - ( 0 ) ] ^ ^ ' ^  
and, as a result, J2((0) can be written as 
I n D  
D — 0  
'-«(0,0) , 
r ^ T T  
^2(^0) = lim / u, p {0, e )r, p ( 9 )  d d  
A/  */U 
+ Jq + I'lp (O,0)r,p (6) [-2 + ln2p(y)j 
The last integral of the above equation is weakly singular and thus bounded. Then 
for J-2(îo) to be bounded, it is necessary and sufficient that (0,0) and u,2 (0,0) 
be orthogonal to cos0 and sin0 respectively, or Jq^ u,r (0,^) dO = 0. Without the 
unbounded term and the above restriction on the density function, Eq. 40 is not 
dimensionally consistent. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for existence of the limits of the four 
integrals discussed above is based on the assumption that one could expand the 
density function u{x) on either side of the singular point as shown. Such u(x) which 
also satisfy ) = u(^^), i.e., continuous at are also Holder continuous (cf. 
[12]), i.e., are C®''* at (g. Moreover if u,x ((J") = u,® ((^), such u{x) have Holder 
d6 
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continuous first derivatives at and are C'^'^ there. Thus we see that the necessary 
conditions in 2-D to eliminate the In D terms in Eq. 17 and Eq. 24 are also sufficient 
and these conditions are identical with the usually understood Holder conditions. 
In .3-D, for the In D term in Eq. 32 and Eq. 40, similar ideas holds except that the 
concept of Holder continuity is, perhaps, less familiar, and the necessity of the stated 
orthogonality conditions (cf. [4]) is less appreciated. 
It is important to note here that, for 2-D, there are functions like w(.r) = 1/ In | j — 
^ol for X 7^ ifo and «(^o) = 0, which are continuous at but cannot be expanded as 
assumed above and hence are not Holder continuous (i.e., C® but not For this 
function, /]^((o)does not exist (see Appendix). Similar remarks hold for the density 
function i'(.r) = |r - (o|/ In |r — ^o| for -r and r(^o) = 0 (which is C'^ but 
not regarding the existence of Ji(^o)- Thus it is clear that continuity and 
continuity of first derivatives are, respectively, necessary but not sufficient conditions 
for the existence of strongly singular and hypersingular integrals. This topic, in 
connection with element choices with the BEM, will be mentioned again subsequently. 
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DIRECT METHOD 
In the last section the smoothness requirement on the density function was ex­
amined by taking the limit of the interior representation to give an integral which is 
bounded. In this section we will explore the alternate and more traditional approach 
of interpreting the limit of the interior representation as a special type of singular 
integral such as CPV or FF integrals. The density function is assumed to be 
everywhere except at the singular point and the same expansion for the density func­
tion around the singular point, as in the indirect method, is used. Based on the order 
of singularity, /^(^o) and l2(^o) are interpreted as CPV integrals and and 
J2(^o) are interpreted as F-P integrals. The CPV and FP of an integral in 1-D and 
2-D are defined in the Appendix. 
Consider 
V M  =  .  b t  =  +  B T  (41) 
J a  o x  J a  I f  I  
where s g n ( x )  is 4-1 or —1 for z positive or negative, respectively, and = 0. Let 
u { x )  b e  e x p a n d e d  a s  b e f o r e ,  i . e . ,  u { x )  =  +  0 ( \ x  —  f o r  z  >  0  a n d  u { x )  =  
+ 0(|'T - for r < 0 where a > 0. Then 
/,(«») = lim I f "  + /' £»2(£l^ A + f ' 9 ^  J , +  b t  
^  e—0 (_^a |x| J e  |z| j J a  |z| 
(42) 
Now on comparing with /g in the Appendix (for the case = 0) it is clear that /^(^o) 
is bounded only if ) = -3gn(^ô ) ), i.e., ) = u(^ô )• In other 
words the CPV for the above line integral exists if and only if the density function is 
at least continuous, i.e., u{x) 6 C® at x = 
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When interpreted as a 3-D CPV, 12(^0) is 
W o )  =  - ' k ' p k i f g  « ( ® ) ^  - i S i x )  +  B T  (43) 
where r = \x — ^ol and r,p is either cos ^  or sin Fig. 2. In polar coordinates 
^2(^0) = -gfcgpfcs/g "^''1^2'''^ H-i) 
As in the indirect method, let u ( r , 9 )  =  «(0,0) + g(0)O(r^), where a > 0. On 
substituting for u(x) in the above equation we get 
Now on comparing with of the Appendix it is easy to see that, for /^(^o) to exist, 
it is necessary and sufficient that Jq^ u{0,$)r.p(0)d0 = 0. 
The line integral ((o) is interpreted as a FP, (cf.[5] [9j), as defined in the 
Appendix, i.e., 
r b  u l X  )  
J l ( M  =  f  —ô-'^'C + jSr. (46) J a x^ 
To be consistent with the indirect approach, the density function and its gradient 
are assumed to be bounded at the collocation point and can be expanded as u(j) — 
"(^^) = (^o')a; + 0(\x - ^ 0!^+"^) for a; > 0 and u(z) - u(^ô) = (^J')r + 
0(\x — (ol^"*"'^) for X < 0 where a > 0. Substituting for u(x) in the above equation 
and comparing with J3 of the Appendix the necessary and sufficient condition for 
t/l(^o) to exist is that u,x (^j") = u,x (^o)' This requirement on the gradient of the 
density function is the same as for the density function of /j^, i.e., the gradient of 
the density function should be at least continuous for Ji to exist, u,x (r) G at 
X  =  ( o .  
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Like «^2(^0) interpreted as a FP but involves an area integration 
as defined in the Appendix. One has 
H^o) = 4 ,3 d S  +  B T .  (47) 
The density function is assumed, as in the indirect method, to be 
«(r,0)-u(O,<?) = u,r(0,g)r + 0(r^+^) 
= «,p(0,g)r,p(g)r + 0(rl+«) (48) 
where a > 0 and «(0,^), u , r ( O , 0 )  and u , p ( 0 , û )  are as defined before and bounded. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for ^2(^0) to exist can be obtained by substi­
tuting the expansion for u(x) in the above equation and comparing with of the 
Appendix, which is Jq^ u,r (0,^) = 0 
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DISCUSSION 
It is satisfying to know, but should be no surprise, that both the indirect and the 
direct methods demand the same smoothness requirement on the density function for 
the four integrals discussed. The CPV integrals in 2-D require the density function to 
be at least continuous, whereas in 3-D the density function can be discontinuous at 
the singular point but must satisfy a special integral condition. For the FP integrals, 
the smoothness requirement on the gradient of the density function is the same as 
that on the density function for CPV integrals in 2-D and an equivalent integral 
relation in 3-D. 
In the BEM, when the geometry and the boundary variables are approximated 
by, for example, isoparametric elements and if the collocation points are on the el­
ement edges, then the density function is at the inter-element boundaries but 
the gradient of the density function is not. Collocation at such boundary points is 
permissible when computing CPV integrals but not FP integrals. If the collocation 
points were moved to the interior of the element, then the density function and all 
it's derivatives would be continuous and so the CPV and FP integrals can be com­
puted. When violating the smoothness requirement by collocating at inter-element 
points, the BIE will have unbounded terms if it contains hypersingular integrands. 
Likewise computing CPV integrals by collocating at inter-element boundaries, where 
the function is not continuous, i.e., by collocating at element edges where the den­
sity function is approximated by constant elements, has terms which are unbounded. 
Hence the choice of the discretization used to approximate the density function and 
the location of the collocation point in the element for BEM applications should be 
strongly influenced by the presence of strongly singular or hypersingular integrals. 
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Despite all this, an argument sometimes used is that the smoothness require­
ments of Holder (and Liopunov) are sufficient for existence of the integrals in question 
but are not really necessary, and hence one may violate the suggested smoothness 
without probable difficulty. We submit, however, that there are functions like 1/ Inx 
and z/ ln.r, as discussed in the Appendix, which are, respectively, C® but not C'®'" 
and and not and which are insufficiently smooth as density functions for 
the CPV and FP, respectively, to exist. Moreover, such functions are special indeed 
and not likely to be used as shape functions in a BEM treatment. Thus for all prac­
tical purposes, useful functions for BEM that are C® are also and those that 
are are also hence, the smoothness requirements usually stated and treated 
here are not only sufficient but also quite necessary. 
Nevertheless, it is still tempting to not take the above too seriously and proceed 
as follows. Simply ignore the unbounded terms in Eqs. 17, 24, 32 and 40, reasoning 
that such terms are in fact zero with sufficient smoothness and hope that computa­
tion based on,the remaining (finite) terms will be good enough with isoparametric 
elements. But, without these unbounded terms, the above equations are dimension-
ally inconsistent and their absence will show up in the solution as a scale dependency. 
Limited numerical experiments along these lines in 2-D have yielded acceptable re­
sults on the whole but with enough spurious results and scale dependence to confirm 
the obvious suspicions of the soundness of such tactics. 
Other authors [10] and [13] have, however, report acceptable results in 3-D when 
ignoring the smoothness requirements. Despite such successes, which we regard as 
largely fortuitous, with help from apparent symmetries in elements and the problems 
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themselves, we strongly suggest careful attention to the smoothness requirements 
herein treated when choosing elements with the BEM. 
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APPENDIX 
In 1-D the CPV of a singular integral is defined as 
j -  F ( x ) d x =  liiri^ F ( x ) d x  +  J  ) (fi j ( A-1) 
where the function F { x )  is singular at x = 0. Consider the integral 
r b  f { x )  dx. ( A—2 ) 
!J| 
Suppose f ( x )  e C"^ in [a,6] except at x = 0 where the function can also be 
discontinuous and if f(x) = A"*" |j|^ for .r > 0 and f(x) = |.r|^ for .r < 0 where 
.4"^ and .4~ are bounded then /g is bounded if and only if J > 0 or .4"^ = —.4" for 
,3 < 0. This is a form of Tricomi's theorem [11] and the proof goes as follows. 
I, = Jim + .4+1'' . (A-5) 
For i3 > 0 the two integrals in the above equation are weakly singular and so are 
bounded independent of each other. If = 0 then 
/3 = lim -lne{.4+ + .4~} + .4-ln6 + A+lna + 5r (A-6) 
6 — 0  
and for /3 < 0 
lo = lim 1 + BT (A-7) 
^ e-Ol i3e--^ J 
where BT includes the bounded terms. Hence for /g to be bounded it is necessary 
that .4"^ = —.4" for /3 < 0. 
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In 2-D the CPV of a singular integral is defined as 
f(.)d5(,)} (A-8) 
where 5g is a disc, with its center at the singular point, inside 5, a flat surface as 
shown in Fig. 2. Consider the integral 
^4 =/g , ,2 (-^-9) 
I.C -  ^01 
Suppose g ( x )  =  g ( r , 0 )  = where r  =  \ x  —  (o| and 9  as in Fig. 1 and is 
bounded then will exist if and only if /i > 0 or A ( 0 ) d 9  = 0 for 3  <  0. To 
prove this we first express the integral in polar coordinates with the origin at the 
singular point and write as 
On replacing g ( r , 9 )  by A ( 9 ) r ^ ,  
If j > 0 the integral over r is always bounded. For 3 = 0 
I ^ =  l i m  I n  e  A ( 9 ) d 9  +  B T  (A-12) 
£ — 0 "/O 
and for /5 < 0 
h  = lim -ZL A { 0 ) d 9  +  B T  (.\-13) 
^ e-O^e-^^O 
Hence for to be bounded for /i < 0 it is necessary and sufficient that A ( 9 ) d 9  =  
0. 
The FP of an improper integral is defined in 1-D as 
Ja e—0 [Ja x^ Je x^ e e J 
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Suppose f ( x )  € C"^ in [a,b] except at j = 0 and if f(x) - /(O"^) = for 
z > 0 and f ( x )  —  f { 0 ~ )  =  . 4 " f o r  z  <  0  t h e n  i t  c a n  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  
= 4 (A-15) 
J a  x ^  
will exist if and only if ,i5 > 0 or .4"^ = — .4" for i3 < 0. 
From the definition of finite part and by adding and subtracting the value of the 
density function at the singular point we can write J3 as 
= lim ( r ' jx + /'' .f. + /(0-) /" '4 
e—0 (Ja x^ Je x^ Ja x" 
+ ,A-16, Je x^ e e ) 
J3 = Urn I r J. + f' /iO , Zip 
e _ 0  ] ^ J a  X ^  J e  X ^  j  a  b  
J o  =  lim 1.4- f ~ ^  d x  +  .4+ c/j] BT. (A-18) 
e—0 \ Ja Je J 
On comparing J3 with /g as in Eq. A-5 we can conclude that 73 will exist if and 
only if J > 0 or .4"*" = —.4" for ;5 < 0. 
Let 5 be a flat surface and be a function defined on 5 such that 5(^,^0) ^ 
C"* for all j; e 5 except at j = ^o> If we define the FP of an improper integral over 
a surface as 
•^ 4 = i «(-> = s% { h -se 1  ^  "4 
(A-19) 
where S e  is as defined before and g(0,is the function g expressed in polar co­
ordinates with (,0 as the origin. Suppose the function g(r,9) can be expressed as 
g(r,9) — 5(0,0) = then J4 will be bounded if and only if /i > 0 or 
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J q^  A { 0 )  d O  for 3  <  0. The proof goes as follows. Using polar coordinates with ^o. 
the singular point as the origin, J4 can be written as 
-^ 4 = a {^ ^0  ^''»} 
On replacing g { r , 6 )  -  g { 0 , 9 )  by .4(0)r^"*''^ in the above equation we get 
r27r ( tp(9) 1 1 (A-22) 
Comparing this with it is clear that <7^ is bounded if and only if J > 0 or 
A[9) de = 0 for J < 0. 
Consider a function f ( x )  =  l/ln|x| for j 7^ 0, and /(O) = 0. This function. 
f[x), is continuous but not Holder continuous, i.e., but not at j = 0. Then 
for a < 1, 
= iim|rnf^ + r°nrni J - a  !r| e—0[/-a |i|ln|a;| J e  |.r|ln|.r'J 
= lim is r^l 
e—0 y Je J In IJ 
= 2 ln[lnai + lim {2 ln[lne]} (.4.-23) 
e—0 
Hence continuity is not sufficient for the CPV of the above integral to exist. 
Consider another function g { x )  =  |z|/ In |jj for z ^ 0 and g(0) = 0 which is 
but not C^at X = 0. Then for a < 1, 
= ita /p w w , 1 
J — a  6—fO a In |z| x^ln|iC| J 
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= lim <2 / 
e—0 I J e  
d  d x  
J in x 
= 2 in [in a]-J- lini^ {2 ln[ln ej} ( A-24) 
Hence continuity of the first derivative is not sufficient for the above integral to exist. 
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CONCLUSION 
The hypersingular integral equation need no more be shunned when encountered 
in the concept of the BEM, but can be taken advantage of if handled carefully. 
In this work, we have clearly established both sound theoretical background and 
numerical computation procedures to compute hypersingular integral equations, by 
solving acoustic and elastic wave scattering problems. The Stokes" theorem method 
presented here can be used for problems with one or multiple cracks of arbitrary 
shape. The integral equation formed using this method has integrals which are no 
stronger than weakly singular and require no special interpretation. The equivalence 
of this method to the finite-part of hypersingular integral in the context of BIE is 
established and, in this process, the finite-part of 3-D integrals over a curved surface 
is defined. Though the idea of finite-part of hypersingular integrals and Cauchy 
principal value of strongly singular integrals can be avoided, when forming the BIE 
using the Stokes" theorem approach, understanding the concepts behind such ideas 
is essential to realize the continuity requirements on the density function in the BIE. 
The necessary condition on the smoothness of the density function at the singular 
point, in 3-D and 2-D, for strongly singular and hypersingular integrals and the 
consequences of violating these requirements were also discussed. These requirements 
on the smoothness of the density function have direct bearing on the choice of the 
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shape function and the location of the collocation point in an element in the BEM 
context. 
One alternate method of dealing with the hypersingular integral equation is to 
regularize by transferring one or more of the derivatives from the kernel function 
over to the density function. By this approach one no longer deals with the crack 
opening displacement but with the tangential gradient of the crack opening displace­
ment, which is unbounded at the crack edges. Moreover, the resulting BIE is strongly 
singular when only one derivative is transferred to the density function. When two 
derivatives from the kernel function are transferred to the density function, the re­
sulting BIE is weakly singular, but a stronger requirements on the smoothness of the 
density function at the singular point is demanded: a requirement not due to the 
nature of the singularity but the method adopted. Due to the reduced singularity of 
the kernel function and the density function being the gradient of the crack opening 
displacement, this method could demand a finer discretization of the crack surface as 
compared to the method presented in this dissertation. The use of this method for 
crack geometries which are not flat, though theoretically possible, is yet to be shown 
useful. Some numerical computations using this method have been reported to be 
delicate at best [1.5]. 
Another method of handling the hypersingular integral equation, is to compute 
the hypersingular integrals directly. This involves transforming the hypersingular 
integral from real curved space to a local fiat space where careful analytical treatment 
results in area integrals and line integrals. The final expression in this method should 
be the same as that obtained in this thesis, when the coordinate transformations are 
taken into account. This method requires tedious analytical work but once done can 
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be used readily and may be as versatile as the Stokes" theorem approach presented 
in this dissertation. 
The Stokes' theorem approach, as demonstrated here, is an elegant technique 
which converts the hypersingular integral into at most weakly singular integral and 
requires no spatial transformation. In this approach the crack opening displacement 
is still the density function. The area integrals and the line integrals formed using 
Stokes' theorem are easy to compute and have been shown to be very conducive to 
automation. Though only examples of flat crack problems has been solved, extension 
to curved crack problems is straight forward. This method can also be extended to 
closed surface problems where the line integrals disappear as there are no edges. It 
has been shown that the hypersingular BIE. due to the strong singularity associated 
with the hypersingular kernel (cf. [16]). give results as accurate as the regular BIE 
method. 
In this work, nonconforming elements were used to solve scattering problems. 
The choice of such elements is not a drawback to this method but the best choice that 
will meet the requirements for computing the hypersingular integrals. It has been 
demonstrated that, regardless of the method used, the necessary condition on the 
smoothness of the density function at the singular point is the same. Violation of such 
smoothness requirement will make the integral equation meaningless. Moreover, the 
solution becomes scale dependent. One can satisfy the continuity requirement either 
by using splines or nonconforming elements. The use of the nonconforming elements 
is more convenient and readily usable for arbitrary shaped crack while splines are 
difficult to implement for irregular shapes. 
Future work in the area of solving curved crack problems and multiple crack 
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problems is necessary to confirm the versatility of this method. The inclusion of 
cracks in closed domains for use in fracture mechanics and nondestructive evaluation 
are applications which need to be explored. 
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